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■ ABSIEACI

PossessiTe/geriitiTe, morphemes iii "h‘ number, of Ian-
guagesi in addition to indicating that a unique,relation

ship obtains between two noimsy also have the property of 
dividing nouns into.t5lasses--one oiass modified by pro

verbal possessives and the other by adnomlnal •possesslves; 
Proverbal ppssessives modify non-relational noms (e.g. 

ear, p^oll, etc.) and atoominal possessives modify- re

lational nouns (e.g. idnship terma--father/son; 'picture 
photograph, book; associatiohal nouns-r-employer/ 

employee; etc.) and body^pfft~a~ounB^(-e .^gr-head-y^halj 
* personality, etc.)

nouns

In some languages. Only a'twofold 
distinction is overtly reflexed in the possessive forms.
in jdii.ch case‘linguists have traditionally referred to
the proverbaliy-modified non-relational class of nouns

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -—- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ • ■ '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _■'_ ... ;

^“as'''-. 'alienable ' and the adnominally-modified sub-dkrideS^^

classes of relational and body-part nouns as 'Inali 

able," ' In other languages the sub-^^lyided classes have 
distinct or separate possessive morpheme classifiers, 
tkus a full threefold distinction in notm ciasses Is re- 

flexed. In still other: languages, like English, posses- 
‘ aive forms do not function as noun classifiers, conse

quently hnly one possessive form reflexes neutralizing
/ - noun classes in the‘‘surfape structvire. Proverbal pos

sessive :phrased‘v(a<g. ^ cm) are semantically equiva
lent to, md therefore paujaphrasable by esjianded/clmtain- 

ing any one of the five 'verbs of possession', i.e, have.
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. OTOj possess , belong- and be-)-posBesslye ; adnomliial poHafin. 
sive phrases (e.g. my faoe, my amt) cannot be easily 
panded Into sentential stmotures.'

Ihese and other possessive relationships are for--

ex-

nBlized. within the frariework of the looalist-oase grananar 
established by John toderson. The various possessive re

lationships reflex from tmderlying struotiuree, vdiioh I 

hold are tmiversal. despite non-reflexion in some languages 
and fundamentally inter-related. , However, from within 
:this set of related mderlying structures each reflex is 
found to be derived from a distinct structure, which gen- • 

erallj aidinits~:only~ane-of the-three-classes of-nouns.
» . . .
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■ ■ OHAPiDEE 1: SHE PROBLEM ARB .ITS BACKGROBITD 
1.0 -Introduntion ■

The notion of . 'possesaioii ’ within the confines of 
present linguistic knawledge is a'substantive universal.''' 

As such at ths semantic level,- the generalized term
'poseedsion' essentially , entails a relationship which binds 
two or more relata to each other. Of this" relationship 
two remarks maybe made: (1) Three.types of possessive ■

relationships from -Hie notional point of view are isO' 

latable—(a) possession of non-relational nouns (e.g. 
book, etc.), which mayjbe a relationship of ownership'

, 'availability'^; (b) relationship to relational nouns

■ (kinship .terms, societal,aesooiations, etc.) and (c) body- 
part nouns. (2) Each of these (possessive) relationships 
have related, but distinct tmderiying structures. The 

• . underlying structures of possessives of non-relational

or

nouns are also related to the tmderiying structures of 
clauses containing the five 'verbs of possession'—have. 
own, possess, belong and be-fposseesive.

1.0.1 Purpose and scope. Modem linguistics, and 
in particular transformational ease grammars, have the 

thrust of reduetionism jh. two senses : (-1) Reducing clauses 
within a language to a finite set of common tmderiying ’ 
struo-tures and (2) relating such common s-truo-tures to 

. superficial structures in a number of languages. Ih this 
thesis we shall be pendulating between both these poles;

Within aiglish we shall try to prove a common tmder- 
lytog structure for the 'verbs of possession' and the^
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•proyerbal' poBsessiTes, i.e. poeagseives modifying non- ' 
relational noms 7*ich are oh^aoterized by a pronominal- 
verbal derivation. fflien,using surface evidence from other 
languages, pairticul^ly from Melanesian and Amerindian - 
languages (see belbw I 1.2), we shall independently moti

vate, in the primary instance, distinct underlying struc- 
tures for pdssessives which modify relaticmal nouns and
body-part nouns. Elis category will.\e^known an the 
'adnominal' possessives for their derivations are related 
to no seii|j!ial structures, i.e., ho verbsr but 'adnominal' 

possessives of relational nouns,do have an internal struc

ture which is both independently (by superficial structures 
in languages other than Ihglish) and intemally (within ' 
-^glish) motivated Adnominal possessives of, body parts 
inTnlauses containing an ergative verb^ seem to be reflexed

as a result;of the operation of a set of highly complex 
rules peculiar to English.

Our investigatida for the most part is restricted to 
the semanticoT-syntactib relationship of the possessive/noun 

collocation and will not Include the possessive/participial 
noun relationship, per se.'^ 3n passing. 1 would say that -ttie 

majority of these participial nouns fall into the oatego^ 

of relationals or body parts and attributes and many have 
corresponding nominalizationsj e.g. aueaking/Bpeech. sing- 
ing/song. wri%iag/manuscript (?). composing/oomposltion 
etc., but not driving, swimming. etc. Eie scope of otir 

work is further limited to human/htnnan (e.g. his son)

,1
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and, human/non-hijman (e.g. Ms oar) possessive rela-tionships. 

?y the teria hnman we include all personifloatibnj, We will 
not discuss in any detail inanimate/inanlmate (part-whole) 
relationshipsi e.g. the-theatre's entrance, the door of the ' 
oaf In Other words, our disot^sion will concentrate on
those possessives whose internal strucinire contain 
sonal pronoun, not including it. BToh' 

genitiy^ structures (e.g. John's) ;will not be considered 
overtly, but will be assumed to parallel the pfoaominal 
posse^siye derivations in'that the proper noun merely 
substitutes-for the pronoun (or yise-versa) when called for 

' by the grammar. •

a per- 

■pfonominal possessive/

»■

1.0.2 G?erminology Oiraditionally, Ihe category or 
..class of possessives liave been most commonly referred to 
as" 'possessive pronouns' and .'possessive adjectives'^,, 

that is they are described by their formal or distribu

tional attributes, respectively. Other oategorial desig

nations for possessiveB. are the 'possessive case of per-

, the latter■ sonal pronouns' and the pronominal adjectives
oombining_the formai/distributional characteristics.

Althou^ the following terms will be reintroduced in the 
appropriate places C2iaptera 2 and 3, it is V7ell to 
define them now.

Belatlonal nouns entail a semantically Inherent 
oomplementarjr'seiationsMp with other nouns .(see below 
I 3.3); tMs category includes kinship terms, terms of 

societal associations, 'picture'. nouns and patronymics 
(e.g. brother/sister; employer/employee; photogragh; and
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guy de Haupassaat) Body-part nouns Inolude both non-detaoh- 
able bo^ parts (e.g. foot, head, fabe,;etc.) and detachable

body parts (e.g. hair, fingernails, etc.)^s well as human 
attributes (e.g; memory, character, emotion, names, speech, •

■ ((X.l't-

etc.). Hon-relational nouns/ the largest category in all 
languages by exclusion of all o-Hier. noW,'* that is, nouns
which maybe- possessed but have no inherent assooiatiohs 
with other nouns As we have mentiohed '^verbal 
sires-modify non-relational notms and' adnominal' possessives 
modify reJiational and body-part nouns. •

' posses- .

Olhe terms alienable and inalienable as used by most 
workers in the field are loosely analogous to non-reiational 
and relational, respectiveay. Ihe category of inalienable 
.nouns usually Includes.,both kinship terms and body parts, 
or ^ noun which is permantotly associated with or part of 
the possessor. As we progress we'shall amaid the definitione. 
of these two terms (see below, leS.O), but for the present, 
partioiaarly when diseiwsing the work of others, inalf^i) 

will be employed with the sense as just defined.
ilia

1.1 ■ Description of the kr^ework in which the Arguments Are 
Set ^ .

We shall be describing derivations within the framework
of tE^ transformational-localist case grammar originated 
by fohn Anderson.'^ Anderson has briefly considered the verbs
of possession (Anderson 1971: li 7.3^4-6) and more particu-

larly the verb have (Anderson 1968:311; 1971; ii 7.362 and 
7.365; forthcommlng a; I 5.3-2). He has hlso briefly dis- ' -



cussed the possessive for^ (iindereon 1968; 310-15). Havlag 
- provided the initial framework for a case gramme hased on 

Anderson (1971), he is now endeavoring to 
fill in the gaps and make some revisions in numerous sub

sequent papers.® Ihoss papers, particularly the two dealing 

with quantifiers, have dealt with the internal undeiiying 

structures of the phenomena discussed. He has argued for 

• the reduction of quantifiers from underlying verb-governed 
structures. In ny discussion'of the possessive forms, I - 

■ ; too, shall be isolating, internal semantic elements, alttiough 
in the discussion of -ttie verbs of possession the aim wiil be 
tO' relate the clauses containing the verbs of tkis supple- 

tive 'set to a common ■tmderlying s;tructure, one relatable:, 
to the proverbal possessives. Hopefully this work ls:a ; 
significant addition''to Anderson' s own work in' this direction 

' and thus represents a further step towards the completion 
of a localist theory of grammar.

1.1.1 Brief Sketch of the principles of localist 
grammar;' Localist theory involves the- hypothesis that all 
(functional) relations' constitute a possibly abetract/n:r'^^^ 

concrete Ipcalistically oriented case markings, which form 
a bundle of features attachable to verbs. ihSrefore,; when 
these are derived'by a series of dependency rules , -toey 
form a set of underlying case relatione, that is a syntao- 
'tico-semantic base structure known as a clause; lEhe clause 
.is transformationally reflexed into a phohologically oonqileted 
stirface structure or Sentence. y ^ -

■ 1.1 Case grammar and possession; !PwO ease markers

are required as features in the underlying structures of

(
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the verbs of poaseeseion and;suhsequently the 'reduced' 
(Anderacm 1971: I 1i42) proverbal-posseasives derived 

. therefrom:^ !Ehe case markers are nom and dat loe^ as in
'(1:1 is^"'
(1:1) .../jr. . ;

dat loc-n

ITI
I

...
to

Ihia atructure wili:)be known as the dative locative

I- IJ I0 X :

:
•structure. !Ehe dative locative and the corresponding gpTnan- 
tic "l^TceF^W only the five verbs of
and the. proverbal poasessives which are semantically marked , 
to indicate 'ownership

poss^ion

A non-dative locative case marker 
usually acoonqaanied with the semmtio markers with or on

underlies m'availabilty' relationi^p of 'X' and 'T 
' - Be is chfitraoterized by the two .arguments, nom, representing 

tiie object 'possessed' ('X') and loo representing the 
sessor' ('T'}, or more concretely, the location of Idie 

possession; In other words, 'f' is the location of 'X' 
and 'X' is in the^tate of ('r's' ):posBeSeion?- ^

The dative structure is aasumed to be the base,^i;e; 
the universal case relationship from which all ownership 

I sub-type possessive structures are derived; ‘ M abstract

I

Ipos- '

representation of structured :1) is structure (1:2): 
(1:2) 7

dat locnom

X

\i



aajls underlying structure generates Ioto su^aee struc- 
- Wes to deep (dative) locatije,

marker to is reflexed and the other to which the verb 
is reflexed as to (1:3) and (1:4) respectively:
(1:3) Z belongs to T ‘
(1^) I is y-^s

Selection restrictions account for the choj^e" of verb, which 
is‘determined by the noun features' (see below I 2.3;'1 and 

to, 16, flh, 2). to Prench both the copula and the dative ‘ 
locative marker of the dative structore are reflexed to 
one final derived surface structure as in (1:5):

(1:5) Z est a X; ' _

With respect to the three remaining verbs of posses

sion, have, own and ■possess, there is a parallel surface^^
- construction of (1:1«) similar to toe relationship of walk 

and travel on foot (Mderson 1971: 112.12, 2ri21);

1; .

3h
other words, the dative locative marfcefl reflexed to (1:3) 
or toe marker of possession to (1:4) is- tooofporated into 
the verb (as toe locative itorase on foot becomes nartoof 
the meantog- of walk) when the loc ^gument is subjeotivized.^® 

Ihis siurface structure is reflexed when a hi^er predi- 
cation is dominating (1:2) as to (1:6)J
(1:6)

loo * V nom
Z

\ :

dat loc..: nom

X



aajls underlying structure generates two suiCaee struc- 
- tT^es in English—one in vshieh 'the deep (dative) locatije, 
marker is reflexed and the other in which the' verb 
is reflexed as in (i :3) and (1:4) respectively:

(1:3) Z belongs to T '

(1^) .I-iS.y^S ■ , i; .

Selection restrictions account for the'choj^e‘ of verb, which 
is‘determined by the noun features (see below I 2.3;'1 and 
fh. 16, flh. 2) In Erench both the copula and the dative ‘ 
locative marker of the da.tive structtire are reflexed in
one final derived surface structure as in (1:5):
(1:5) Z est a X;

With respect to the three remaining verbs of posses

sion, have, own and possess, there is a pareaiel surface^,
- construction of (1 ;1«) similar to Ihe relationship of walk 

and travel on foot (Anderson 1971; §§2.12. 27121Bi 
other words, the dative locative marfcefl reflexed in (1:3) 

or the marker of possession in (1:4) is- incorporated into 
the verb (as the locative jdirase aa foot becomes partoof 
the meaning- of walk) when the loo ^gument is subjeotivized. 

Ihis siurfaoe structure is reflexed when a hi^er predi- 
^ cation is dominating (1:2) as in (1:6)J 

(1:6)

10

Ido nomV

z

dat loc..nom

X X
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SEhus we acootmt for the surface struottires in (1:7):

(1;7) a; t has X 
b. T oTOsli:"

V ■

v
e; T:possesses Z

• /■

. Once ^aln selection restrictions determine verb reflexes. 
A further super-Ordlnated struotu2?e produces (1:8):

(1:8)

Cl*"

.eisnom
7

» r
loc nom7 •

Z Z

dat loo

■ 7/' : ' •

Prom this structure is derived the passivized form (i.e 
erg suboategorized loo) of (1:7b) found in (1:9):

nom \

"Z. . V

(1:9) Z:.is owned by Y
» '

Alldiou^ the uppermost 7 has the same struotxii^ ordering 
the lowerm^ 7 (cf. (1:2)), and thus (1:9), (1^3) and 

(•1;4-) ne^ssarily follow in superficial similarity, to say 

that (1:9) should reflex from the same structure as (1:3) 
and (1 ;4) would be misleading

as

Anderson (in ocmferenoe)
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haa argued that -aie in a clause like >iome of the truth
is Imownto/bE the people.'is indeoiferable with respect 
to a semantic difference. However, with the verb know. ;the

•!
to/^ forms are both marked; OSiey are both reflexed when . 
the unmarked- base structure (i.e 'Ihe people know some of 
the truth.') is super-ordinated by a dative locative'struc

ture as in (1 ;10X:

(1:10)

nom dat looV :

. ■ T , X

loc

':X

nom 
; t

Ihus, the lower (non-superordinated ) V underlies (1:11a) 
while the 05D5)lete structure (1:10) underlies (l:rib):

(l :11 ) a. Z knows Y
b. Y is known to/bv Z

In the case of the verbs of possession, (1:3) and (1:4) 
are unmarked and seem the more basic because of the ac

tual surface reflexions of -Hie and .-be, whereas (1:9) 
is marked like (Ijllb), therefore it is net iatuitivo, * 
Bor natu3:al tha-g-it should reflex from the same under- ' 

; lying struct^y; Eatljer (1:9)'is. reflexed from an 
underlying structure which shows it to incoiporate (1:2) 

as 4n the structure like that underlying (1:6). (1:9)

is reflexed irom a structure containing the same semantic ^
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relatianship fomd in (1.:3.) and (1:4);

- Btmolnures (1:6), (1:8) and (1:10) a rule for^ ^
lated by Mderson ( 1972a; 1) known as the «2-prlnciple' 
operates to produce these derivations. We shall discuss

.■ •

this rule as well as these derivations, in detail in 
Chapter 2. ibr discussion here is merely intended to be

an informal introduction.

Dp to this point we have only discussed case gram- 
and verb related possessive derivations. However, 

adnominal possessiyes of relational and body-paid: nouns 
also have a 'syntaotioo-semantio structure, which is , 
despribie in the framework of a case grammar, 

structure.is schematically represented as (l;12) for 
lational nouns;

(1 ;12) nom

mar

Such a ,

re-

■f

nom nom
\

H :v

Olhis structure represents an HP whose constituents are the

two relata hf_toe (complementaiy) relational noun and one 
-personal pronoun which is placed in the eciuative T struc

ture. Ihe personal pronoun and the relatum of the V 
structure conflate to ultimately, fona the adnominal possessive
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modifier of the reflezed relatum ddmihated by the upper 
nom. m

mnally, the atoomimal posseBaiyeS modifyi^ body- 
. part nouns in Biglish, parfieularly in ergative clauses 

as well as clauses with a eopula", have a highly complex 
nom/loc underlying structure 

11 -
In some,, languages, though 

which make the nominal distinction 
of aliaiable and inalienable; body parts are included ,

by no means all

with the kinship terms in one category‘modified by one 
.. -possessive morpheme in the, surface structure. Ihis facf 
^ Biglish is disconcerting in that it would be most ‘ 
'satisfying from the point Of view of cost,'to have 

set of rules which adequately describes the internal 

structure and relationship of adnominal possessives to all 
Inal'ienabiliai Ho one formal struoture, however, that 

' ^ naturally e»d- ieitaitivoly describes possessives of 

relational nouns and body-part nouns presents itself. 
Bather the adnominal possessive of body pa'»^ts ars 

— oiated with a closed set of verbs (e.g. scratch, cut, 
etc.), whose features in Siglieh dptionally admit 

in most environment® the occurrence of an adnnm-inflT peg 

sessive or the definite article befbrs the body part 
• Such features have been found tol-be extremely complex 

and thus difficult to formalize (of. I 3.4).

i.1.3 ^Mo^vation and global linguistic theory. 
OSjeoretical linguistics is a search for a set of rules 
which'will ultimately form a'global linguistic'theory 
Such a theory envisions a finite set of undsnlylng

one

asso-

• "

. '

.-6
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struofeureB, which are oast la a predetermined theoretical 
framework (liere a loealist-orlented case grananar) , and
which are transformationally derived to produce infinite

and intra-llnguistle surface atruetures. Such 
. structures in the trsnsfomational process; (or prior or 

subsequent-to the transformational process) are altered 
to their i^inite, but analogous, final forms by the

cross'

process of elective lexical Insertion and stylistic lex

ical ordering. !Che underlying strue^eS, if truly uni

versal, will be greater in number than the underlying 
structures; needed to represent-.aurface stmtures in any

one language. In other words not all of the underlying 
syntactico-semantio stTOctures will be overtly 'utilized'
in the surface structure of each language (Anderson 1971:
I 2.11) There may be no provisions in language 2 for 
a syntactic reflex, but lexically (phrasally) such under

lying structures may be mde manifest. The cor/Jllary is 

is that-all underlying structures have a syntactic reflex 
in iome lan^rage and a syntactic or lexical equivalent
in all languages. ■

It is possible to work in two directions. We may: :

hypothesize about certain neutralized .-surface structures '' 
in our own Imguage if or example the genitive or other '

case markings like subject and object^,^ and■then‘'5nves-

tigate other^lan^uages for occurrences of superficial 
reflexions of these surface neutralizations; or we may 
first investigate other (exotic) languages for occur

rences of superficial syntaotioo-semantio distinctions
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and then compare Kthese to 
English)

our own- language (in this case, 
3, we assume 

1 have chosen to work

If we do not find such distinctions 
that they have been neutralized
primarily in the first direction , thus using superficial, 
eTTidenoe from ather languages to confiim ny hypothesis.

I have been begging one question-and that is; At’

its most abstract semahtio level are the underlying strao- 
tures the same for all languages with differences being 
produced by the syntactic md moiphp-phonologioal coupon- '

. • ents, ttie'le3d.con and oeptain of the transfoi^tionri^
rules? If so, are the base rules the same for all lan

guages allo^g that toeir form is somewhat goveined by 
the syntaetio structure of each langimige despite superCi-

oial neutralizations? On the evidence uncovered by our 
investigation into the grammar of possession in English 

• „ md other Iffliguages, the answer to these questions is in
the affirmative ^dependent and internal evidence re- 
qiare that no grammar^of Baglish is Complete, 
reflects the semantic structure of the language 
it liieludes distinct underlying structured for the deri

vations of proverbal and. adnominal.possessives,

nor truly
unless

though

they are mofpho-phonologioally neutralized ..in the sxurface 
structure of'-aife language. _ * ^

1.2 Survey of^^er languages in Which iPwo or More Sets 

.- of Eossessives Are Present in the Surface Structure 
The most fruitful evidence in support of my' propo

sals is to be found in the superficial structure of two
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language groups ±n particular~the Melanesian and Amerlndi-

Withln the Indo-European languages nomiiaal classes,an

with respect to alimable/inalienable or non-relatiWial/ ■ 
relational, are also overtly distin^shed usually by the 

ossessive form dr by -aiepresence of absence /of th
re'

strioted use of the ite article ;(td inriienables) 
and the.posseseive form (to alienables); Er^ehi3 ger
man, 14 Swedish!?^ Hus sian, ^ ® JHadi, 

those that I know of which have some means

,17 and English''® ore

available to ' 
signify distinctions in.noun classes. , Also in CJhihese^®
(not Ihdo-Eurdpean, of courSe) there is a moi^hologidal 

form, the presence of absence of which classes 
modified as alienable of inalienable.

the noun

1i2.1 Olhe Melanesian Group. Of the languages of -ttiis 
group, though we shall mention others in passing, Maori
provides some very positive evidence and will be the focus 
ofour discussion. Initially, in Maori 
ioles which aignify^the two different modes of

we find two part-
possBssioh,

or in othef^ords modify the two formally sub-divided 
of nouns. "A-possessionsare-Hioee to which the 

is don^ant, and O possessions are those to vdiidh the 
possessor is subordinate (i.e. the possessions dominate

classes

possessor

the possessor). A possessions are portablh Shd ate^oral; 
0 possessions are^non-portable (the one 'major ezohption ' 
clothesIatemporal (i.e. generic; see below I 4.1). 

•Bonghly, then, the class of dominant nouns is constituted 
by words denoting inalienable, organic and Intregral 

parts of hi^er Tdioles, feelings, virtues, subjective

la
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processes and actions and objects that 
either by an individual 
ordinate nouns includes movable

not possessed 
or a cpmmtmityj -the class-of sub-

are

propertyy weapons, tools,' 
slaves, children, spouses, (i.e. dependent pereons) 
various l^ds of nominalized actions (verbs)j i.e.

and

ob- N -

jects which'could change hands (cf.Erupa 1968:73-4)
aims, in the Maori sub-division of possessivized 
one set of relational notths—child.

nouns

son, dau^-ter, hus 
band, wife—is placed in the >ibordinate category or 

■ ol^ss, while the words for parents, brother, sister.
end, and enemy are dominant nouns 'Several nouns are' 

taana

• ■

qualified bo-fch as subordinate and dominant, 
makapuna and tobna mafa-guna 'his grandchild.

e.g..

• Also,
the members of -these same categories fluctuate 
different Melmesian languages

among the
as in longan the words

motuva, 'parent', tamai. 'father', and fa'e. 
are considered subordinate 
below I 1.2.3 and fn.

'mother'

houii& (Krt^a: 1968:74) (see 

25, Ch. 1). - ■

3h .the Maori sys-^em of subordination and dominance, 
ambiguities do not exist with respect to a clasa; of

nouns loaown aff'picture nouns,' (see below 11 3.2,3 and
3.3.3) as they dp in, feglish 21

Without going into de- 
tail at this^ointv for example in Baglish,' one cannot J
distinguish, given the surface structure '-the Book of
Hath', whether it is laj.bdok written by Bath' (e.g. tfie
Book of Joshua, the same construction, but attributed tp '

the hand of Joshua) or 'a book about Hath' written by 
another, which in fact it is. Thus, in Maori 'Je walata
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a ■that man's song' denotes the song which
he sang^r composed, whereas le walata o te taneata 
■that man's song' is a song about the

Where Maori has but twosubclasses of
man

noms distin

guished by. the possessiTe particles other languages of
the Melanesian group have more, sometimes highly Specified 

. as for e^ple in Mota of the Bank's Islands there

four distinctions; n^,.'a thing belonging to 
ally' (remote); 'a belonging more olosdyto me;

■ 's thing for my drinking'; and mok. ■ 'a thing -for my 
doing.

are

me gener-

» mak. -

I
!Ehe moi^lieme is the first person pronoun

suffix and the no- of n^ is formally a noun glossed as 
'(a) belonging' thus nok slopa is glossed

. V
'a garment, I . 

Ihalienabilia designated by the(y) belonging, 

suffixal juxtaposition of the personal pronoun as in

I

gatuk (l.e. gatu+k), 
128-9).

'my head.' (of. Codrington 1885:

Also in Haoi;i ^e definite article is a s^erfi- 

oial constituent of the possessive oonstructicm whioh^ 
is t6a/too,: composed of the morphological forms te; the ' 

singular definite article-i^, the particles of dominant 

and TObordinate possession, respectively.. Gains, too te 
w^ne ^lakaarq is' a transform of te whafca^o e te waU^
glossed respeotively as 'the-of-the woman thought' and 
*the •tiiough:^^ the woman', i.e. 'the woman's thought.' 
Ihe same phenomena (also possible an indefinite 
article) is found in Florida (cf, Codrington 1885:130) 

and in G!ongan of which Churchward (1953: I 20.1) reports
f
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'Eaoh possessive pronoun is made 

, an article, a possessive preposition 
pronoun, 
intact. /

VP of three elements.
_ 1, and a cardinal

In some of them these three elements are still
B.g ha'akv = ha Ja ^ 'an of me', ^otioe the 

morpheme a, .also found In Maori, translated as o^ Jh 
other^ change has taken

• >

place in one of the vowels, 
'the of me ' has become he «ekn.E.g M ia to• I

In others, 
word has been ob-again, the original structure of the 

scured by contraction.
«• ■

io^V 'the of me' has
become losing both the .e and the glottal. stop. •

• aere is also in Maori a : jjossesslvb particle, vdiich

E.g • f

neut^lizes the contrast of dominant and subordinate; it
freely replaces a and 6. _

, M even more interesting fact is that in
•distinction is overtly madl^(^with 

. ^ and 'unrealized' possession.
■-oial implication that t^^^ ie

Maori a
regain to 'realized'

la.and go have the tspe-

already an addom 
'posses-plished fact,' and ma and mo have the-glods of 

Sion not yet realized.-22 a!he latter is usually^ trans

by for as in Ha Peta teenei pukaouka 'OlbiH book 
is for ?eter' or more literally glossed, 'for (dominant). 
Peter, thier(near-spe^er)-boofc.' The.domlnant/eubofdi- 

nate distinction is upheldv This implies ^ t^^ the pos

sessor need not be definite- or specified or in possession 
a non-specified or general-but that the possessive.is

iz^d relations^5"or association of two nouns. Ih our 

terms a dative locative underlies 
ershlp) and a non-dative locative underlies

na and no (i.e. own.

ma and mo ;
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(i.e. availability)

OVvxi't

2a ^ are always translated by

bel^, and be-t^oBsessiye (obligatorily dative loca

tive), whichCever is the most appropriate, in a less lit

eral translation; literally ng is glogsed as 'of, by' 
(dominant) and lof» (sabordinatej IChus we hane (1:13)!

(1 !13) a. Ha Pita teenei

'of, by'-Peter, this-bopk 
®his book is (written by, a 
22 ^dta teenei pukapuka.

'of'-Peter, this-book

product of) Peter('s)i
b.

; ^ Ibis book iS/belongs tcjl PeterC's),
Peter ovms this book.

As with all s and o forms, na and no and ma and mo combine 
with.the personal pronouns to form
(Biggs 1969; I 18.4).

'• ’'-S' . '

Ih a grammar of Maori, all nouns and nbminalizations 
would have to be provided with a featipe 4 (idominant). 
Ifiilike Shglish, in which the

or

Ipossessiye prdnouBs*

nouns may be marked with 
. the feature (±relational), ’this feature in Maori has
a correeponding surface reflex in a and o. Ih -(iie case 
of 'picttire' nouns in both languages theoontextdeter- 

Oiis .type of . 
and not 

possessive forms
reflect a sema&ticr property of certain classes of 
or whether they class noims according to their 

properties (without such classification these properties

mines the appropriate fea^e attachment
feature is reflexed only in the possessive forms 
reflexed in all languages. Whether^e-

nouns

semantic



may go •ahreoo^izea ) is an tmansworable and perhaps irrel- 
arent qnestictti. ' ■

1.2.2 Ihe toerindlan Group. Within this 

have foimd that the Menomini language of Worth America 
described by Bloomfield (1962) overtly reflexes 
of Tinderlying struotures which are comparable with ry 

. derivational analysis of adhominaa possessive modifiers 
of relational and body-part nouns in

are oxirrent in; other Amer±adiah‘languages and 
.feferenoea will be made at the appropriate points in the 
dlscussi(m, though timomto the Investi-
gationi ■'

group I

as

a number -

Such phe

nomena

According to Bloo^iild most nouns in Menomlmi 
occur in possessed md unpossessed forms, though 

one hundred or so obligatorily appear in possessed form 
only (§2.50). !Ehese, BloomfQj^ld has termed dependent 

nounsi, a term which seems to engender more or leas the

with the ex-

some

same notion as our term relational ntfim 
cepiion that. Mendmlni's dependent nouns are semantically
and :^rmally distinguishableifrom:non-dependmt nouns 
whereas the term'rplationalVas applied to

f .

notma in Bag-
lish, stresses the semantic associations .The structure
of depsident nouns is a composition of preflxal, suffixal, 
and stem particles morphologically analyzable 
pronouns (§ 3.14) and -elt'

as personal 

, a morpheme meaning 'aceom-
3.36-8). .

Dependent notais in Henomini are divided into"two 
sub-olasslfloations—those of intimate possession,

pany
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inci^aing parts of the bodyoanjl a few other personal 
sessions, and those'of relationship

pos.

i.e. klnahip terms 
3h Hoiohal, a Mexican Ihaian language, the formally 

aistlngr^shed class of- depend^t nouns, as opposed to

f • .

non-dependent nouns, includes both sub-classes (Orimes '
1964:19). oaih-fc is. In Henomini'-fiwo classes of nouns , 
are distingxiished and one elasa is sub-diTided, thrip ■

there are three different possessive particlesj in Hui. 
chal there are two classes of nouns and two different 
possessive particles Included, in. the sub-class of dS'• ' '

pendmt nouns of intimate possession in Menomini in ^di-
tion to body parts and body (human) attributes 
nouns as ne.p, 'ny arrow' and ne.k

dependent nouns of this sub-class have a form with-
which denotes an indefinite

are such
I'ny dwelling*. Most 

the

f

prefix me..
personal posses

sor such as me.p, 'aomeone's arrow, arrow,' Similarly 
morpheme denotes possession, but it

an *

is indefinite as to the identity of the possessor 
raajAM-rAA. 'someboSy's arrow* (Grimes 1964:29).

thus
lEhis 

flurth; Amerl-
can Indian language,; in the form of 'a prefix marking 
the ABSOIUIPE form, which denies specific poesesslan,' 

usually translated as 'somebody's. Z* or 'an ^ (Teeter 
1964:,! 3.58). Hetumlng to Menomlni we also find a 

denoting a non-human possessor of 
'his foot.

Dependent nouns of intimate 
Sion marked with o^ can be again possessed as non-depen-

9

prefixal morpheme a 
dependen>TrSun, as ose.t. 

slaughtered animal.

a
'a foot* as of a

posses-
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dent noms (i. e. property)

•foot,' e*g*> an article of food. ^
■ Bloomfield (I 2.50) states tha*

as neose.nem. 'his (animal)

noims of relation

ship never admit an inflexional form of • indefinite
A ■

POS'

'Si^ifioantly included in this group is the Men- 
omini equivalent for the Ehglish word

sessor.

'posasssibn,' thus
obligatorily\lt is rendered heti^n. 
thing,

'my possession, my 
3h other words, all possessions must not onlyI

have a possessor, but a Eefinite or specifically named ' 
•possessor (see below S 3.3.4) Shis finding is indepen-
dMit motivation for our analysis of the adnomlnal r--posses-

nouns in whl<* is proposed a 
specific possBssor, thou^ in English it is conflated
(i.e. not overtly reflexed), with the non-reflexed rela

tional complement. Instead ^f an li^definite

slves of (all) relational

possessor

inflexional foi^, cme uses a derived term, as nW .gaomow, 
'a; son, the son ^f/' or the participle of a derived verb,' 
w&.klqeet, 'one Who^has a son, the'parent of a son.' SChe

phrase, th^, (w&.fclqset) is an overtly completed 
mentary (rkational) possessive phrase.

oon^jle-

Klnally, in Mehomlni there; ate two-other Classes
of houns~pseudo-dependent nouns and a very few noms 
which never reflex in a possessed form..jPseudo-depehdent

nouns are semantically like dependent noms,i.e. they, de.
^not^some b^ parts, relatives and other types of
•associations, but are formally capable of booufring mpos- 
sessed. Their meanings make it rare, if ever, that they 

a different 'do." Bon-possessable noms are replaced by

1
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fom when possessed s one .m 'dog 
, faaiillar; animal 
ling* (12.51).

aeti^hsfeh 'my dog, ny
■1;' we.kewam «wigwM, house',

^ %glish there are also a few 
whose meaning makes it impossible that

ne.k 'my dwel-

nouns
■ r
they oollooate-wd^h 

a possessive form: my friend, but not%nr stranger (Anderson
1971: 2.12 dlsousslng a suggestion by A. Molhtoah); 
traveler, etc. (Chese“nouns do not have- 5 corresponding
possessed forms. Such.nouns in both languages would have
to be so distinguised (no class feature?) in a grammar. • 

. . A number of highly specific 'verbs of'^ssesSion• 
in Menomlni are formed directly from dependent 4id non- 
dependent possessed nouns as in (1:14):

(1:14) a. neske.hsek «Biy. eye/face'; oske^haekow 'he has
an eye/faoe; he wears glasses' 

b. nesu»nivanem 'my money : osu»nivansmew 'he
has money'

o. we«wan 'his wife*; we»wew 'he is married'

1.2.3 Eemarks on possessive'classifioatoiy
0216 intention of t^/^iscussion

not to' formalize the structures of these languages 

and perhaps compare these underlying 'structures wiHi Ihg 
llsh, but rather to justify on universalist

systems.

in 1.2 up to this point •
was

gretmds the
underlying structures we shall be proposing for the poi 
sessive forms in Ihglish in Chapters 2 and 3

POB-

1 certainly
would not ^e^d to be so presumptuous as to attempt to 
-formalize structures of languages of. which I only have

• ■ ■

second-hand knowledge Ihe alternative, then, ia a very • 
notional discussion, which despite that limitation has
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its merits for dur pui|)oses.
■ \ .

Perhaps one of toe most salient points to oome out of 
looking at these non-lhao-Buropean languages is toe 
nitioh of toe need for*an underlying distinction of n

reoog-

' ^-Eos^s-

sive relationships and even types of possessors (of. the
Menomini distinction of human and non-human possessors).
Actual olassificatory systems, with respect'to possession, 

vary greatly; dominant/subordinate (Maoti, Tongan); alien- 
ble/inaiienable (Chinese, Hindi and Wiypt); remote/oldse: 
(Mota >24. ana dependent/non-dependent (Menomini, 

and witMn dependent or inalienable class is sometimes a 
farther sub-classification of^elation (kinship terms)/

body parte _(Menomini)._ Of course, the terminology is eu-

Huiohal);

perimposed on these languages by observers, and. beoaMe
linguistic phenomena overlap so do the varioud dddoriptive 
terms to some extent. 3h all oases, however, these noun 
classes are based on semEuitio, not formal or syntactic
criteria; the semantic classes, however, have a correla

tion with the formal (possessive) markers; Generally, the
converse is also true,, that is, possessed noms marked by 
one or the Other possessive form, are sematically uniform.
though exceptions Me common; 'Clothes•, are in the'subord. 
inate (non-portable) class in Maori; arrow* and 'house' 
are placed in the class of dependent nOme of intimate 
posaesaion, i.e. body parts in Menomini;'wood' and 
are

enemy*

found i^he inalienable class of nouns of Wiyot which 

has a sub-class of kinship terms (called EUT HODMS) 
and includes toe word for 'nose.'^5
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What we have then is : -

correlatable oross-linguistio * evidenoe
some.sup erfieial and notionally 

for a number of
different claseificatory syetems and a few inexplicable ” 
exceptions within those'systems, 
nomena

If these reflexed phe^ 
are, indicative of underj^g structural differences

and these different structures are based.on universal se- 

detectable 'mantic criteria, such structures should be
even in languages whioh.do not have 
dis-^ction in the surface structure 

. (e*e* alienable/luallenable) or
, “°“-aepsndent/depend^t~relat^rsship/dependent~±ntlmate

ppSsession) olassificatpry system is

a correlatable formal 
i furthermore, either

three-fold (e.g.

indeed justified
In English . I have found,it necessary to propose 
fold distinction, because 

body-part nouns each have different

a three-
non-relational, relational and

semantic properties 
behaves differently in possessive environments.and each

3h ^glish none of these semantic distinctions, 

spect to possession, have oMd^at^ formal (morphb-sy 
tactic) markers (however, see below I 3.2.1). 

there are paraphrases which correspond with 
and adnomlnal possessives, and these paraphrases

with rs'

However, 

proverbal

are not
usually inter-changeable as in (1 ;15) and (.1:16) 
tively;'^^ .

, respec-

(1:15) a.

b.

my car

■to^ar which I have/wMch is mine/etc.
c. *the ear of me /

d. *the car of John
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(1:16).a. my mother/arm •

- ■ b.nhe mother/am wliich'I li%veMioh ia: miiie/eto
G.*the mother/arm of me . 
d. the mother of John

'Qius, if English Is to .be fxilly and accurate:)^ described, ' 

w^.must represent underlying structures for non-reflbxed 
underlying semantic distinctions.

1.3 Survey of PreTious a?reatments of the Suboeot.

A number of grammarians and linguists in the past
Ss

have recognized the same problem with which we have eon-
oemed^ourselves, in .the words of Sweet (1903; § 2107): 
'Althou^ the possessive prpnovins no'more necessarily im

ply possession than the genitive case does, yet it is 
of their most important functions to do

one

so. If the idea
of possession is. excluded by the context- 

is no possible ambigi^ty—they are ^eely used to express' 
a variety of relations, as in his fear of hia mpg-ho-,., 

where the relation io implied by both poseeseiveei;

■so that there

is

the exact opposite of .that of subjective possession. 
1.3.1 Hon-generative grammarians. Sweet, to express

it in the tefndnologjr of modem linguistics', suggests that
all pbesessives are derived from a common underlying 
Stl^cture, and are disambiguated by the Semantic inter

pretation rules of the superficial context.' I propose 

just the opposite : Each possessive relationship, dependent 
on the noun modified, has a distinct underlying structure.
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and the ambiguity is only in the identical aurface i-eflexea 
of the possessive forma in some..languages.

Elmquist (1940:95, fn., 3) remarks 'G3ie words 'pos-. 
session, possessor and possess* are used in the broad sense 
not limited to ownership. Indeed, it is often a question 

(We, too,, have been 
in a sense more akin to

of mere connection or association,'

and will be using 'possession' 
relationship 4uite 
ship* is just one of Jd^e many ' 
Others^’^

apart from 'ownership,' that is,

possessive relationships;') 
have made similar observations, but the formal

'owner-

machinery necessary to fully^describe this iinguistio phe
nomena was not yet in existence.

1.3.2 lEhe generative grammarians. 
nificant papers, both cast in the 
(non-localist) , were published on the. structural relation

ship between the possessive form and the class

In igsat^o sig- 
generative-case framework

r- -

of noun it
modified. Here, it is not my intent to describe these 

papers in full, but rather to describe their influences
and their differences to the present work.

. ■ -

on

langacker (1968:51-75) in 
ful paper, ..first poses the. problem with the 
(1:17) and (1:18),^^ numberingT^: -

():1g) a. ma maison 'my house' '

b. 2^ rnai^ra ane jjai 'the house which I have'
c. ..^mai^ aui set a mol 'the-house which is mine* 

^ promenade 'my walk*
b. *3^ promenade que j*ai 'the walk which I have'

• *^E.rpmenade pui est I moi 'the walk which is

a very compact, but insight 
examples in

(1:18) a.

c
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Hia proposal IsSijliat the proTerb^l posSessi-ve m la 
from a reduced relative clausej that is, ma is'a

sjnitaetic reflex' of an underlying structure something like 
la mison aui- ^gt a moi. langaoker cast his proposal in a 
mirnorian ,(1966) case framework 
Ijiing structure differs little from

derived

Essentially, his under-
ours, with the exeep- 

Oherefore, if we are derivingtion of the case markings, 

the clause ^ livre est a moi in. Eillmore s terms the y,
etre,.indirectly dominates an Objective HE, livre. and 

, Dative HE, moi; in a localist based case grammar the 7
a

dominates a nom node, livre.and a dative loo node,’ a 
(see above (I;!) and (f:2))^® ■

langacker niaintalns that this underlying structure
adequately describes all possessive ^ and have clauses 

■ intfludtog those which contain body-part nouns (e.g. Bile 
a 1^ 22JS Mig.y.8.-) also 'inmimate part/whole relation

ships (e.g. la ports de la calhedrale)

I find a
Heedless to say,

single underlying structure- wholely inadequate 
and a very misleading analysis.

L^gaoker also neglects thaderive the other verbs of 
possession, namely om, possess and, belong from the 
lying structure for possessive have Shd M+Possessive. 

though he derives the proverbal possessives*, as I have 
mentioned above, from a relative dative structure, he does 
not do it in the case grammar framework, but in a Chomsklan 
transformational grammar

under-

.Ahd

He fails to utilize the full 
productive power of his underlying dative structure.

langacker also proposes that the clauses of (1:19)
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and (1;20) are derived from a .dative underlying structure 

(1:19) a. £1^ la livre. 'I h^e tile book.' V
:

■ b. Slle a les veur bleua.

la cathedrale a une porte 
a door.'

•She has blue eyes.'

' Olhe cathedral hasc

(1:20) a. mon llvre
h.

'my book'

gas yeux bleus 'her blue eyes'
0. la joorM ae la cathedrale

oathedral/the cathedraljs door'
At one stage in the derivation of (1:20) from; a st^W

containing (1:19) the relative clause is
(1:21):'

'the door of the

generated as in
■

(1:21) a. le livre que .1 'ai 'the book which I have'

'the blue.eyes whichb. *les yeux bleua qu'elle a 
she has*

o. £orte aui (est ^) la cathedrale a 
door whichTTisTihe oathidi^('s) has'"

. A constraint,, according th langaoker, prevents the reflex, 
of (1:21b-c). langaoker ri^tly accounts for the ungram-
maticality.of(1:21b-o) by suggesting that.they.include
inalienables. However, this fact does not 
to him -that such clauses may have a different, 

lated underlying structure. Certainly, as we have 

crossirilingulBtic evidence (i.e. independent motivation) 
Which langaoker coii5)letely fails to consider, points to

seem to suggest 
thou^ re-

seen,

distinct mjdgrlying structures for possessive forms of dif

ferent noun classesi langaoker has unnaturally forced the 
the Iflentioal surface structores in (1:19) and (1:20) into 
identical tmderlying structures

• ■.

•
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Now let us rttim to the _woW!: of Fillmore (1968: I 5 ) 
'himself. Where langaoker proposes one underlying struo.
ture for the possessiTe forms* Fillmore proposes two.

•A ■■

distinct method is required for introducing the possessiye,

element in the ease of inalienable possession* a method
which reflects the fact that the relationship between the 

two nouns in ’inalienable possession• is not (pace Frei) 
sentential relationship' (I 5.1.4)a One structure is of 

D(atiTe ) origin toitialiy embedded in a l(ooative) HP to :

account for the adnominal possessives of body parts; and
the other,is of S(entential) ^rigin to account for the , 

possessives of all other nouns, i.e.proTerbal possessives 
modifying non-relationarl nouns. Elis , he sayp, is necessary 
•to provide the deep Structure difference in the form of 
the possessive modifiers in those languages in which 'the
distinction i^ made overt in that way' (I ,5.2). 
traiy* I hold that even when such distinctions 

overt nr-perhaps reflezed only in iubtle forms (see below 
I 3.2.1), imderlylng stinietural distinctions

Qri the con- 
are not made

are.necessary.

Because some native apeakers recognize a tension between 
the semantics of a niimBer of'possessive' relationships

and the syntactic reflez’of a single possessive form in 
a language like feglish. • /

Althou^ Fillmore's proposals for a grammar Of pos- 

arq^m^e than valid* his proposals are hi^ily re- 
'strioted. He gives no concrete proposals for the

session

senten

tial derivation of the proverbal possessives 
that his 'discussion will concentrate o?

and announces
bo^. parts, f thus
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he ignores adnominal possessives of relational

, Where langacker proposes a dative nrtiierlylng structure
nouns.

for the possessives of body-part, and non-body^^art nouns
(1.e. non-relational nouns), fillmore proposes a dative 
igin for adnominal possessives of body-part nouns phly. 
What Fillmore is referring to is the Dativus

or-

SjTOTathetious
various]^ ImoTOi in traditional parlance as the dative of

f

benefit, the dative of interest, He has, however^ 
chosen the prepositional case marker to, thus not distin- 

. Sui^hing this, dative foim^om' the sentential dative loor 
i gave the-boo^

etc.

ative (e.g la )» essential to the 
underlying structure of'proverbal paseessivee (of. fh. 28,

we see from a fragment of Fillmore'sMoreover,Oh. 1).

underlying structure in (1:22) ^^iis

(1:22)

V 1

K

d: . N - D : _4

K HP

H

pinch on the nose to John.

that for all implying structures the B node is Ihltially 
dominated by the I, which seems' intuitively wrong, in fact, 
opposite of what is found in most languages which 

. a dative structure for such clatises
exhibit 

as 'Jfaiy pinched John



oniiike nose* and its various surface reflexes. Such lan- 
. guages topicalize the ,*ole,* the j,ody in the D node,^ 

then mention the specific body part

(1:23) a.
i.e. the L as'in (1:23); '>

Ich wasohe mir die Hands, 
b.' Je me stiis casse la ^ambe.

-Also consider (1:24):
4

(1:24) h, Mafy pinched John, 

b. *Maiy pinched on -Hhe nose.

^ . As would be expected, mention of the whole without the part

whereas theor local specification is gramnatical'{1;24a) 
opposite is hot 'true (r:24b)K

2!he locative only specifies 
a location with respe^ct to the dative, so notionally, it 
seems that the locative (i) should be subordlHated to

(e.g.dative (D) as any other locative phrase is subordinate
4? ^ t^ i^. the water in tto pool;

etc.).

OMs would seem fairly strong .evidenoe-.for Fillmore
to reverse hie analysis and place jihe locative under the 
dominant dative node. In most JMo-European languag 
than aiglish, the D npdeois obligatorily moved 
placed under the P node as in (1:25):

es other
out and

(1:25) P

I.

K HP

H..

pinch to John on the nose
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Also, the D cannot he generated tmless the 

more's analysis, which would mean the I. is deleted in 
clauses

Ii is. in mi.

iWe .ii ■

:e (1:24a) Only in modem English where the 
genitive/possessive is employed regularly 

oonstruotion does the L ri^tly dominate the
as a variant

D as in
(1 :26):

(1:26): a. I wash my hands.
I broke my leg.

c. Mary pinched John's nose. '

For most Indo-European languages, 
(i.e.(1;22)).

under Eillmore's analysis
a nTunber of extrj^ rules are necessary, and 

only in Biglish are the, rules fewer in most .oases, except
when the dative is reflexed

Althpu^ there are indications that he has considered

mimore. the problem elsewhere (of. langendoen -1970:207-8)

neglected to account for the source of the prpnominalele. 
—' ment in the possessive form, in clause ddSTlMary pinched

his nose. OaiBt is, is it a copy of a 
noun from an extra-sentential source.

masculine personal
or is the personal 

pronoun introduced under the dative node directly without
cataphoric reference to the underlying structure? tois is

more difficult'problem than the origin of the;possessive 
In 'Mary ptoohed her (own) nose' which is more easily

called a copy of the personal noun^ Mary..present in the 
- underlying struotpre.

a

Fillmore seems to have proposed construction (1:22) 
to an effort to force it into conformity with 
structure for clauses like (1:27):

an underlying

4
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(1;27) a. !l!he girl's eyes are beautiful. 

Hie girl has beautiful eyes.
c. la femme est dolieTd^s yeux.
d. Puellae oculi belli sunt.

b.

A struottiral fra^ent of such 
In (1:28) #illmore 's 16^: 

(1:28)

a oonstruotion is represented

ITP

.
d :,:

eyes to gitl

this analysis, which is the predicate 
beautiful. I agree with Pillmare 
of the eyes, incidental to a 
clause (1 ;29):

(1:29) a!he eyes are beautiful. . 
and hot (1:30);

(1:30) Ihe girl is beautifta.

■ 3h
of the -verb (W) 

since it is the beauty

particulaj-pers'on, that forms

notice the verb agreement with eyes and not, girl, 
plural and not the hingular

i.e. the
Even (1:27o), which appears 

to be (1;30) plus an oblique body part oonstltueht, could

.. hare the elem^ of this constituent stylistically trans-
^ed with slight phonological change to; ^form 
eeplnble clause as in (1:31); '

(1:31) les yeinc de la femme sont 31jolies.
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looalist theory of case graimnai?, althou^ the 
identifying constituent, the body ipefeoii) 
subordinate to the node ooniaining the body part,- 
ordinate node is marked loo rather than by the ^ammatical 
marker Dative. Although the identifying constituent 

. be reflexed in some languages (e.g. (1s27d)): in a dative 
construction.

3h a

or whole, may be 
the Sub-32

may

in others it is appositional (e.g. (.1;31))

or oblique (e.g. (1:27c.)) Oaie marker dative is not suf

ficiently abstract, particularly when it is represented by
•the prepositional marker to, to account for all reflexes. 
As a.result I will be proposing, an underlying dative loc
ative construction, marked by^,: for proverbal possesslves

with the semantic content of 'ownership • and/for the verbs
of possession. A purely (i 

is’thus reserved as a designation in i

•non-dative) locative marker 
an underlying struc

ture for proverbal possessiires whose semantic content is 
•availability' and for clauses with body;:^^ nouns in them.- 

Qur :present.:discussion has not be^ to answer ques-

• e

tlohs but to raise them, and not to discuss 
problems, finally, there

forms which we are unable to touch

solution^ but
are some aspects of possessive

upon. Other generative
accounts of poaseeslyes, notably Jaokendoff (igessald 
^d Postal (1971), deal with hon-derivational aspects of 
possessives, and thus are not of immediate 
work,'5'5

1969)

interest to our

1.4 Summary and Conclusions .

To briefly recapitulate, our purpose in this chapter
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has been to establish theilinguistic motivation to'uphold 
a proposal for distihot under^yiiig s-^ctures of possessives 

Our modus operand! is the reverse of most found in the 
discipline of linguistics;’Bather than attempting to de

scribe the relationship between underlying structures, 
primarily semantically based, and a number of syntactic

ally related surface structures in ons fniniHAr 
and then extending the underlying structures into a global 
linguistic theory,^we are beginning with a. premise of an 

, underlying structure necessitated by superficieO. evidence 

in a number of exotic languages, and claiming this Struc

ture -is a part of the gramma* of a language, fiiglishj which 
now manifests itself in .mo_st subtle forms.

Our primary aim in the next two chapters is not 
proving conclusively that every detail of the proposals

, ■ ^ which we shall put forth is linguistically motivated, but 
something far less demanding—merely, that-tt^e is a lin

guistic motivation for the proposals A-^aimiiar of
is inadeqimte unless such proposals are made; how they 
made will noddoubt remain debatable.

are

If lingiiists stopped 
at just justifying underlying structures, rather than

a
proposing them, linguistic studies would be/olosed book 
by now. To be smre it is not as trivial as that; justi

fying distinct underlying structures, and proposals for 
such structures are complementary. We cannot justify any 
structures ml^ we are able to make concrete proposals 
for distinct structures, and even alternatives for the ini'

derlying structure distinctions we have identified.
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M ANALYSIS OS THE HEMITIOUSHIP 
OF THE PSOVBRBAlu POSSESSIVE TO 

EOF-SHELATIOEAl EOOTS

CHAPTER II;

2.0 , Hitroduction 
; ^ Aa we -have seen in the previous chapter, a number of 

languages (see above 1.2) exhibit distinct moiphologioal
. reflexes in the ppssessives modifying alienable and. inal

ienable nouns. 1
In this chapter the possessive/alienable 

noun (later to be termed non-rela1:ional noun) relationship 

■will be explored in ihglish, a language in which 'genitive
constructions represent a superficial neutralization of a
large range (in some cases quite•complex) of underlying 
relations (Anderson 3971.: Sw.363).t* * * *

2.1 Definitions of Alienable and Inalienable Houns

Before proceeding we must define what is meant by 
'alienability' in nouns 
more (1968:

Grammaticallyraco^ing to Pill 

5.2) Inalienable noims diake'a feature +[_:p] 
for the dative case, Whereas alienable nouns and their
poBsessives ai^e characterized by the feature -f^s] repre

senting a sratential origin. Fillmore suggests that the 
underlying semantic spuroe of possessive modifiers of al

ienable nouns is the verb have in 'part.Fillmore's * 
analysis will be shown to be inadequate, and in fact mis

leading on two counts: (1) The verb have will be shown not 
to be a deep, structure verb^ in the sentential underlying 

structure of _.oseessives of alienables, but rather (2) have 
will be derived from a sentential dative construction.which
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only underlies the poeseseives of .’alienable notms, and not 
Inalienable nouns. Hav^ will be foinid to be a ratheroambiv 
alent verb in terms of 'ovmership'
lymi^iges: I

and 'availability, V (cfi 
8,4.5; inderson 1971; if 7.362 and 7.365)

and so too,-are the posseaaives of alienable nouns, i.e.
proverbal pOssessives.

A notional .definition of an alienable noun, then, is
a;noun whioh does not possess inherent 
relationship to any other noun

oharaoteristios of 
Alienable nouns havea

■no necessary associations specific to them. Counter to
what we have just said above, let us assume for the moment 

that possessives are derived from have. ISiese possessives, 
same way that in-

recoverable in

then, relate al^nables. to persons in the
alienables are related, but have remains 
the surface structure Oaie reason for this is quite clear. 
Alienable possessive relationships involve the concepts of
either 'ownership' or 'availability, • ;the-Toimer being in 
alienable by: definitive Hote the parallelism With other 

inalienable noms iln ' (2 ;1);

. (2:1) a. He has an arrow in his axm*

b. .*He has arrow in an/the arm.
c. He has a oar in his ownership, 
d’. *He has a car. in an/the ownership.

The only fallacy in this argument is that tevs is in no way
part of the underlying structure of adnominal. possessives
{i.e. possessives of inalienable nouns), and v*en alienable

nouns areopossessivized, they become possessions, 
alienable (see below

i.e. in-
3.0).
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2.2 Ihe Verbal and Nominal Possessi-ve Paradigm
Ebe verbal and nominal forms of the possessives form

a complex paradigm of complementary inter-relationships. 
Ihree of the verbs of possession, have. GTO and possess. 
are locative-subjectivizing and two, belong and :^+posses-
sive, are nominative subjeotivizlng (see above I 1.1.3).
In other words, we are postulating a subcategorization 
feature l^isubj] which can •suboeotivize the locative argu- 

or the nominative ardent, 1rioc nomTLsubjJ-ment, i.e

■ Ihe.subcategorized [subd] feature
e

is necessitated because
there is no correlation between the established suboate- 
gorization feature [erg] attached to [loci 

ization of the locative
and subjectiv-

^26 and p^sesa, bo-ai verbs 
which subjectivize the locative argument, do not admit the 
iooa-tive ardent to be subcategorized as [.erg^ 

pro., which also subjectivizes the locative.
, unlike
allows the 

[erg] .^''thusacooun tinglocative to be subcategorized as

for Its passlvizabilit^ (see above i f. 1.2).

2.2.1 Motional discussion ^f the semantic conplex-

Of the five verbs ofities of the verbal paradigm, pos-

st jsion hava appears to have nearly unlimited distribution.
that is, it collocates with all the N'S which enter into
the nominative case With the exception of som'e body parts' 
(cf. fh. 11, CJh. 3). Have admits N's designating objects

of relatively,h^ and low value, and attributes of per

sons or body parts, whether concrete or abstract'. Possess

is limited to admitting N'e of higher relative value and 
non-concrete attributes of persons. Own only admits H's

/. <n
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o£ hi^er relative ■value Belong Wpossessive exclude
attributes of persons and body parts,and admit objects' 
my value. Itese last four do not admit body parte, Icin^- 
ship terms and social relations.

of

See Diagram I.
Mnally, have clauses which are negated and contain

body-part nouns or kinship relations are acceptable^ as

(2:2) a. ?He iias a father: 
b. He has no father.

He does not have a father-
d. ?He, has an arm. -

e. He has no arm.

f. He does not have an arm.

0

. 2.2.2 notional disousslbn of-^jifehe semantic ■complex
ities of the nominal paradigm.

(2:3)-(2:5) the differences in i 

inalizations are brought to li^t:

(2;3j a. *John has

In the following examples
semantic cmteht of the nom-

a book in his belonging 
, b. *John has a book in his belongings.

c. John has a book among his belongings.

(2:4) a.
b.

John has a book in his posseision. 
John has a book in his possessions 
John has a book among his possessions

• .

c
• ■

(2s5) a. John^B a book in his ownership 
b. *John has a book in his ownerships

• . .

c. *John has a book among his ownerships
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aChe nomlaalization belongings is tbe moat 
and also a oomt noun which

Ownership, at the other end of the oontinuum, 
is; the most abstract nomlnaiization 
and ungrammatical in the

concrete

can only appear in the presence
of among.

. never a count noun 

tonarked pospresence of among, 
session(si lies midway between helrao^ngs and

being both abstract and eoncrfete and graamnatical in the 
presence of among and in*.

A further clue into the nature of abstractness and

■ ooAoreteness with respect to these nominalized forms 
found in their correspondence with in and 
and-rpwnership are abstract bounded forms

may be 
loasesalonamong

J
and therefore an

alogous to, though further abstracted from, all temporal 
{i.e. periods of time or time spans) and spatial phenomena, 

which something 

contained 'in.'

can be placed 'into' and 
Posseasidns and belongings

once placed being

^are a concrete 
group or collection of single the possi- 
bility of things beli^ added to their minbers^ once added

thereby being 'among.' Posaeaslona and belonglni^H enter 
into a state of possession or ownersMp. Possession own-

are all inherently re- 

an-adnominal possessive 
was noted that these

, ership. posBessions and belonginga

lational requiring the presence of 
(see above i" 1/2.2 in which it

aret

dependent nouns in Menomini which obligatorily reflex
with speoifiedjpossessors'; see also above I 2.1 and fh.
6j Oh.. 2 and again below S 3.3.4) Finally, .be+possesaive 
and ^ve have no corresponding non-partioiplal nominallza-
tidns . Diagram II illustrates the complete verbal/nominal 

V. correspondences. ~ ^ _
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VEEB irOMUTAIiIZAIIOlsr

[loo/subj]own

^ownership j ABS0?EAC!D

[loc/subjhave

lloo/subd]■poseesB 
possession(e) ABSTEACO; COHCEEIDE

laoVsubj]be+possessive
/

[non/subj],belong ■ 
ielongings CO]JCRE!DE

DIAGEAM II

♦
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2.3 DeriTation of the Terbs of Poasession 

Itt this eection we shall" propjsee an underlying struc- 

from which 
!ffiie dative looa- 

relate the members of this
partially Buppletive set (partially suppletive because 
the eemantio differences in the verbs illustrated 
grams I and II) to one another by their 
from this structure. ‘

ture, known as the dative,,locative structure, 
all the verbs of possession are derived, 
tive structure is intended to

of

in Dia-
common derivation

2.3.1 Glie dative locative and possessive and 
langacker- (1968: I 3.1 and fhhave 13, p. S6) holds 

that avoir and gtare a are in some way semantically equiv

alent in -deep structure,,' %ons' (1968: I 8.4.5) research 
leads him to make the following statement: 'iChe syntax of

■■ these aentences possessive sentencei7is veiy complex 

from a transformational point of view; but it
f

seems quite
clear that have is not a deep structure verb any more
■fchsn^ is.' lEhe problem here lies -in the confusion of
be+Poaaessive hnd the be in the dative locative structure 
referred to~h^dative-be Have and be+posaessive are in
fact derived forms; dative-^ is an underlying form.
langacker compares possessive have with dative-^ (1 

etre a, not e;^ a+possessive) and claims structural 
equivalence

• e

We shall propose here a derivation in which 
dative-^ underlies possesaive have and J^+possessive as 
well as the other verbs of possession and ultimately the 
proverbal possessives.

When the copula of the dative locative structure in
!
i.’
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superfioially reflezed as ;^+posses’sive 
semantie context is one of

in aigiish, the . 
'ownershipJ only (never •avail

ability'). Examples (2:6) follow.^derson (1971: i
Ixi.b):

S 7.365:

(2:6) a. "Ihe' doinpasBiis mine, and I own it 

b.*ihe compass is mine but I don't own i-t

the first independent clause containing the copula did
not have the semantic content of’ownershii), (2:6a)' 
ing the conjoined clauses would not be

contain, 
tautological, and

(2:6b) would not be bbntradiotoiy

todersoh (1971: If 7.362 and:7.365) advanced 

ppsals for (1) Ihe locative interpretation In which 

overt locative phrase (e.g. I ^ a pra wlth/on__ 
h^e a pm to gy possession.) disttoguisheB thg have of
'availability' from the tove of 'ownership}• and (2)the- 
dative.derivation underlying the indefinite have

two pro.
' •

an
me, I

of »own-

to the first proposal deletions of the locatives 
result in ambiguity, and-to the sebond

ership

the presence or ab- 

define the 
to our terms, Anderson disttogid.shes 

availablity' (i.e. proposal 

of 'possession; (i.e 
proposals;

of all five 
is the case marker 

between the
Other identical-structures withonOn-

senoe of the dative in: the underlylng- structure 
character of have.
between a non-dative have of
(D) and a dative locative'have 
posal (2)).8

pror%

He does not formalize these
I hold that to the underlying structure 

verbs of posseshton the dative locative
which accounts for the ownersMp relatioisship 
nom and the loo.® 0



datiye looa-fcive markers (sig. ..) underlie
mantically differrat possesaive relationships, all of
which are non-oTOiership, between the nom and loc.^

The configuration of the underlying structure of

se-

each of the -verbs of possession will determine the 
dering of the arguments

or-

More specifically, the presence 
. of an upper predication over the dative locative structure

produces a subjectivized locative; the absence ofr an upper
predication reflexes an unmarked subjectivized nominative^' 
(sse Diagram II). Binally, when the case nodes are proper

ly ordered, certain constrainte” will operate to determine

distinctions in the semantic content of the lexical items 
which are inserted into.the case nodes of each"of the

■five verbs of this (partially) suppletive set (see Diagram 
i). Exactly how these constraints are to be formulated 

• . is somewhat beyond the scope of. this present work. '

2i3.2 Derivations of the possessive have. own and 
a: §5.3.2) I,. Following Anderson (forthcoming’ 

shall derive possessive have (i

possess

e. have of 'ownership»)
from an underlying structure'similar to the non-dative
locative have of soup has a fly in it* or '!nhe table 
has a book on it.' 
have a/the car';

Ibus, (2:7), the derivation for 'II

V

■ .
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npmN
ITnave

nom

b. V ,

Iloo
.subj

nom nomI
\I

I
7I

H have
l <.

c*

loo1*^ nom

T
II I ;

I I I :
I

j0 -I have car
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Erom this derivation we 
derived from a dative construction

are able to see how have is 
gave is semantically 

unspecified in terms of its arguments (see Diagram I),
ambiguous in surface structure (ef. fn. 9, Gh,2), subjeot- 
ivizee the locative; argument, and conforms to the three 
properties of have (Anderson forthcoming 
(1) a?wo semffliticaily empty N's are found in the upper pred

ication, which (2) set off. the operation of the «X-prln- 
oiple' Ccf. Anderson T972a; i i for the‘motivations

5.3.2);a:

of

thie rule), and (3) lower (dativeabsorption. !Ehe 
underlying structure of the clause is in (2:7a) 

that operate on it, are illustrated in (2:7b-c ).
and the rules
ISr the 'Xii

principle* (Anderson 1972:-! 1, again) the lower locative

H is raised to the empty upper locative and subjectivized 
altering its phonological shape; the dative locative 

■ „ marker J^, I presume, is absorbed into 
^ locative IT.

case

the subjectivized 
orhis differs from the locative have which

fills the lower loo with a looativized- pronominal phrase 
Overt locatives (e.g

possessive (dative

such as *ln it * or *on it.' 

or 'in my possession') used with the
'with me*

locative) have are placed in an upper predication (see 
below (2:13a)) Such locative phrasee^e not normally a 
part of the underlying structures of possess and own, the' 
other two Incative eubjeotivizing verbs nor with benpos-
sessive or bel^. Olhe lower horn H- is also raised to the
coCTesponding upper nom. And finally the verb of the
lower predloation, the dative-^ in inverted commas, is 
absorbed by have asiln (2:7o). Ihe V-domlnated nom and 7

i-
■!
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In (2;7o) are removed by tree piroiing (of. AnderaQait972b;

Ihe representations of the mderlying structures 
of ovm and possess do not differ from that of have; either 

own themay replace teve in the upper V. In the case of 
loc is futher subcategorized as erg to indicate that 
admits passivization (e.g. Ihe

ovm

gar ig_ oj^ by John A.). 
In structural terms a third and higher predication is
added When the^assive clause reflexes (see above i

Althou^ the three locative subjeotiv- 
• izlng verbs are virtually all derived from

1.1.3
and (1:8)-(T:9))

a common voider-
lying structure, for each verb these stmctures are dis-
tlngiiished by minor differences: losseas is unmarked be

ing neither [erg] nor e-hsily admitting locative phrases; 
have is-not subeategorized a8[erg] , but does admit loca

tive phrases very easily; and Oro is subeategorized as 
. [loci ,

LergJ r 'and like '.ossess does not easily admit locative 
—' phrases. Compare the paradigms (2:8) and (2:9) for the

Ssss and possess/own in the enviromnent of 
locative phrases:

(2:8) a. I have a car with me. 
b. I have the ear with me. 

o. I have a car in ngr possession, 
d. I have the oar in my possession.

(2:9) a. *I possess/own a car with me.

I possess/own the car with me. 

o. *I possess/own a car in my possession, 
d. *I possess/owh the car in my possession.

b;
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Clause (2:9b) is only aooeptable If the phrase 'with 
is a reduoed relative, 
lent to the others

me'.r

i.e. not a locative phrasenequiva-
We shall return to discuss the loca

tive with in another proposal in I 2.3.3.

2.3.3 'Iterivations of belong and ^+poesessive 
derivations of the locativized nominative verbs.of

a!he
ypoBses-

Sion, belong and ^-fpossessive, is like that of have- verbs,
but without^'the upper predication as in (2:10):

(2:10)

nom 
.. laubj I : dat loc

I
»

K.1. I I.A 1/ \/ \ III / \ I I. :0 . the car belong -• to m'e

■ Notice first that when the horn is subdectiTized it is aiso 

_ definitized obligatorily, and secondly with the verb belong 
the dative locative ma^er to_ls reflered'without morpho- 
phonemio change. !Ehe insertion of be into this structure 
triggers off a: morphophonemic change in the, dative locative 
marker from to me to ^na, which distinguishes the dative- 
be from the be-tpossesslve.

Ihroughout our -diseussion of the derivation of the *
verbs of possession we have been begging one question,
'Why are mine and d derived from the dative locative and 

no. other?* Perhaps we can begin our argisnent by demon

strating the d Jtinction between the dative locative (e

f

• g*
•tp me).which underlies all and only possessive clauses of
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f
ownership' and a.non-dative lacatiye like .with me 

pare (2:11a,hland e):

(2:11)

Com-

Ihe car is with me. •
?!Ehe oar belongs with me.

Ohe ear with me is mine.
Ihe car with me belongs to me (him).
Ihe oar is mine.
Ihe ear belongs to me.

a.

b.

(2:lia) is derived from a struotiire like that of 
(2:10), however the loo node is non-dative, 

the clauses (2:11a) are not possessive clauses 
the- clause with

As a result 

M- fact,
is of questionable acceptability} 

non-possessiye (i.e. non-dative) belong is usually found 
in a context like 'Ohe record belong® with the/its jacket 
or 'I belong to Clasgow' (my thaiks to John Anderson 

■'this' example ) in which the
for

semantic content is 'close as
sociation' of loc and nom, but not a possessive relation

_ - ship.: (2:11b) are clauses containing -two locatives—one
is dative and one, non-dative. Ihe non-dative is simply
-ocative, whereas the dative locative is possesive as is
evident in n^omparison of the non-equivalent l2:ila and
c) Ihe non-dative loca-tive reflexes unaltered in (2:11a) 
(i.e. overtly), and both clauses have similar (semantic) 

interpretatiohs} the-clauses of (2:11b and o/also have ' 
similar Interpretations (different from (2:11a)) 

appears linguistically-sound to conclude that mine is
so it

a morphophonemloally changed dative locative reflex. 
Ihe problem is somewhat more ppnplei in have clauses , 

such as (2:8a-b), because the dative locative has been

' •;
r ;
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moved out into subjeet position ii the higher predication. 
Although I implied in I 2.3.2 that.
(those other than dative locative) in these clauses

overt locative phrases
are

always found in the hi^er predication, this is somewhat
of an over-'simplifioation, though not untrue.
have two intez^retations

(2:8a-b)

thus concentrating on the def
inite clause (2;8b) we have (2;12) :

(2:12) a I have the oar with 
I have the oar with me.

me..

b

Clause (2:12a) with stress on the have is semantically 
equivalent with (2:9b), and (2:12b.) with stress 
locati-sre phrase is equivalent to (2:11a).

on the

Clause (2:12a) 
is a combined dative locative and non--dative locative

-. clause like (2:9b) or the overtly reflexed type •■(2:11b); 
(2:12b) is merely a locative have of 'availability•

similar in underlying structure to that of 
book on it.« notice that clause (2:9b> is 

lent to (2:11b), and Bould

'Ihe table has 
only equiva-a

never be equivalent to (2:11a).
dhe way I propose that this semantic distinction be made
in the aderlying structure is: in (2:13a-b) 
responding to (2:12a-b), respectively:

below, cor-
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(2:13) a. " V

.■u

n(^ I loc

be
\

Irjiom
with me

ILsubj i
\ have IT

nom
\

nom locI

.t NII I II I 1 t .I
0 o ar ■be' lio me

b. 7

loo n
I

NI
N have

nom
X.

JJ
I

I I0 the oar 'be' with me

Structure (2; 13a), represents the dative have o£ pos

session (l.e. 'ownership'as opposed to 'availability')
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embedded in higher locative predication. to alternative , 
proposal for the mderlying_structure of (2;12a) and (2:9b) 
is that -toe locative phrase vilth me is a relative reduced
from 'I have/posssss the car that is with me.'

Structuu^e (2:13b) is exactly the same as that of 
toderson (forthcoming a:(75)), the structure for ..•% soup

• has a fly in it.' Whereas he moves the H out of the lower 
loo, '(in) my soup r to the tobjeot position under nomina- 
ti-Tlzed locative in the hi^er predication

»

and directly
• adaolns the empty lower loc to the upper 7 .copying liie
subject into it as the pronoun it, 1 raise the lower loo

, H me to the subjectivized locative position ( [loc/subji ; 
for human (subject) locative-^ as opposed to [loo/nom] 
for non-human (subject) locative.have) in the upper pred.- 

ioation as I (having undergone morphophonemic change) and
-copy it back into the raised, eiig)ty loc 
non-dative locative have in clauses wi-fch

as me. ttalike the
non-human subjects.

the locative phrase in clauses with humto subjeote is 
tionally deletable.

op-

aaiuB, '*% soup has a fly• is ungram

matical, but*I have a car' is not It is this deletabil- • 
ity of t^e locative phrase which causes confusion between
the dative/poseessive have, in which the •■dative locative 
phrase never reflexes and the locativeihave of ‘'avalla- 

bility', in which the locative phrase optionally reflexes.
Ihus, at the seco^and third stages, the underlying 
structures (2:13a-b) derive; clauses identical to the 
surface reflexes (2;12a-b). !I!he representations of the 
derivations are both exactly like (2:7b-c) with the

• •

I !
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addition of the locative.

■ ito our underlying structural distinction between 
dative/posaessive have and non-dative/non. ■possessive have, 
as with other derivations of the complete set of the verbs 
of possession, we have created no new rules. iOhe rules
for the introduction of the dative locative underlying

. structure for the yerbs of possession and the prOverbal

possessives are formulated*as follows in (2:14);

(2:14) II. i. 1 V—4 idative locative 

■Native locative-H> isub^ect 
b. -dativev locative-4 -Hooative

2. a.

ii. 1. a. ■^subj-4 dat loo//_J 
sub^-^ dat loo//^b.

&2. •toODl—

3. -toase—4 H/Zcase

Ohese are dependency rules of Set II, which order the 

clause structure (of. Anderson 1971; I 2.4). Site rules
of i provide the governing verb with its case features, 
and the rules of ii place the cases in their 

rela-fcidn to the verb (Mderson 1971; I 2.6).
proper

T presume
that the -mom of ii. 2 is obligatorily introduced in ’

the presKioe of any dative or non-dative locative verb. 
Olhese r^es arSvnot final, and these or similar rules 

are intended to be integrated into the established 
grammar firamewoiic.

case
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2.4 : Derdr^ration of the Proverbal Poseeasives 

In our derivatidn of the proverbal posaessives we
Initially operating on the motiyation of a aem^ic 

opnneotion between the proverbal poaaeaaivea 
verba of poaaeaaion, that la.

are

and the
any one or all of thbae 

atruoture, butverba derived from the dative locative

not any one, in particular, like Fillmore 
5, Ch. 2). Up to thia/we‘have

's have (ofi fn.
been diacuaaing the

aion of the dative locative atruoture into
expan-

ita five
. ■olauae (eventual^ sentence) atructureffi, each of which 

having diffei:ent aemantic featurea; 
tigate ita propertiee Of conflation

now we Bhall invea-
Any U in the lex

icon marked withe the feature(non-relational), by 
which ia meant without specific, inherent relational 

propertiea:, aa oppoaed to T+eI (relational) U'a like

'■ kinship terma, may enter into
relationahip

an unapeoified poaaeaaive 
Si formal terma the dative locative atruc- 

ture can be embedded into any clauee with' an E marked 
with tile feature [-h]. Eotionally, 

al to place the dative poaaeaaive conatniotion
it^JBpe,arB._moat-natur- 

under a
a pronominal ele-loo marker, becauae poaeieaaivea contain

ment which haa deictio featurea.
, characterizabie aa •aaaoeiatora,'

latora' of the poaseaaively modified E to 
or prono^al,.E^:^ a proceaa of'relativization 

^relative formation' and then 'relative reduction' the 

poBaeaeive atruoture ia embedded into higher predicationa 
(of. IiSngaoker 1968). A ■ ■ ■

PoBBeaaivea are thua 
’identifiera' or 're-

the personal

or
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3ii an example, a dative poeseseiTe (proverbal) oon
struction to structure (2:7a), which-now becomes 
derlying structure for *1 have your oar’ In (2:15):

(2:15)

the un-

V

Iloc
subj libmI

IT

•nom
\

7

nom (da1) looh
(with! ' l(to)] if

I :»
T-.;

0 I
I

'be'I
loo

l-H]
7

I
Inom (dat) iQc• I
f

I
!1

car. 'te'. I

- -you-

ae circled H's In (2:15) (and^r^ther structures below) ; 
indicate identity, i,e. points of^embedding. , Olhe brackets 
around dat and the double brackets around wlth/to indicate
a constraint peculiar to possessive clauses with subjeot- 
ivized locativ^sr' Ihe constraint is that one predicate, 
either the lower or upper is dative/possessive the other
is obligatorily non-dative locative fEius, we are pro.

i
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posing that proverbal ppesesBives oan, like the two haves. 
have underlying non-dative locative case markers, i.e.
proverbal possessives are not always marked by 
but are sometimes a 
locative

•ownership', .

morphophonemically identical proverbal 
Sor illustration's sake allow a semantically

a relative conetraotipn, to be 
substituted for. the proverbal possessive/locative

equivalent paraphrase

as in
(2:16):

(2:16) a. * 1 own the car, which you 
■ b.

own.

abirt?you)^’ (with you/avail-

have the car,(with me/available to me), wnicn you own.

.ou

!I!he case is even stronger when I is substituted for you 
in the relative construction.

Now let ns continue our description of the deriva

tion of (2:15). After nom N raising and 7 conflation 

struo1^e .j2i15 ) .becomes _(2:17) (the two 
tibns are not shown):;

o.

d. * Hiiave the oar-

upper prectioa-

(2:17) .:.7 :

”1^
N

0 1.

car

J(dat)'j:oc

your
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Finally, the 7 is pruned, the N and the 
aid the structure is reduced to (2:18)

J are pemnited f

(2:18) V

rn
loe

A
0 your c&r
r
i

»

ITow the structure (2:18) is permitted to undergo 'X-prin- 

Ihat is, the embedded proverbalciple' rising, 

sive is raised together with the nom it modifies.
posseS'

Struc

tures (2:15) (the embedded lowermost predication), (2:17) 
and (2:18) bear many structural similarities with our

-proposed fitTOctures and derivations for relational 
(see below I 3^3.4).

noms

J^es we have mentioned here ■ 
^ are not idiosyncratic to the formation.of proverbal

pos-

sessives, and will be discussed in more detail in our 
analysis of adnominal 'possessives of relational 
Chapter^3.

nouns in
It is this pattern of reduced relative pred

ication raising'which seems also operable in the 

attributive adjective formation.
case of

I presume the adjective
would enter into the, loper predication 
locative something like 'horn N 'be' in class of

as a ijon-dative
green

things' or better 'in the state of greeness' (cf. Ander

son 1971: lT'>e2' and Anderson fothooming a: I 4.2). 

This, of course, is hi^ly speculative (notice that 
things' is in itself attributive,, thus this argument is

'green
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somewhat oircultoue) and needs more InTestigatiou, 
■this is another, topic.;

Pinally, it may be of Interest 
(2:15(3, (2:17) and (2:18) to (2:19), 
tore for ' John C. washed his 
into onr structure here):

(2:19) a.•

but

to compare structures : 
the underlying struc- 

oar' (tense will not enter

T
I

I K:
nomI I

^ John 0. washed

II
I

I

T

I

n dat looI
I

■ HII II II : I
'be'

I
f0 i Icar to him

b.

I .
erg nom

I

I N ■I I

0 ■
I t

I I iqcJohn C. washed

dat loo
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c .,1-

. !
nom

dat::^oo.
. i'

IT TII I

AII \
I \0 John 0. I y

washed 0 his oar

Structure '(2:19.) illustrates the problem of co-referaiti-
ality between the subject erg H and the H;.iQ the dative

(2:19) is, in fact,locative node, 
if it were

non-oo-referential;

, we would have indicated it with a broken line 
oomeoting the erg and dat loo H's in (2:19) identified

as 'cQ-referential.• la Eoglish for the co-referential 
third persQm, and for the first and second persons, a 

3h (2:15) the copying rule, 
if the proverbal possessive and the sentential dative'

- copying rule is obligatory

locative were oo-referential (e.g. ^ ^ c^), op- 

eiatea prior to subject formation (l.e.'X-prlnoiple'op

eration and dative locative raising), because the dative 
locative does not always become the subject:as in -% car
belongs to me .1' •

one constraint, then, is when a dative 
locative appears in the underlying stjracture, 

into the proverbal.possessive construction,, 
subject is copied

it i® copied 
otherwise the 

copying rule again
in connexion with adnomlnal posseesives of body-part

We shall discuss the ;
i

noims
la 3.3.2.

:'v ^
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2.5 Further Arguments for a Dative 
Structnre :

3ii

locative Tfaderlylng

■ -v'

2;3;3 we have argued for a distinction between 
dative and non^atlve locatives (e.g. /with.. .>1 and that . 

the dative.locative only underlies possessive clauses and

proverbal possessives of .ownership* (as opposed to pro

verbals of .availability.). Here we shall further argue: 
for -ttie syntactic, seman-tic and historical eonneiibn be

tween possession and datiyity,
2.5.1 Brief historical account of the dative

Historically, in Siglish the dative and the accusative 
erne form derived from the 

Hofmann (1968: 
close morpho- 
'gy and her are 

me and ^ than the nomi- 
respectlvely.) thus, moreover, to the

personal pronouns merged into 
dative (of. Ahlgren 1946-: ii 18 and 131). 
50-1) has noted that the possessives have 

logical ties with these objective forms ( 
more similar to the objective 
native I and she 
dative forms.

^ dative forms
the direction of the accusative (i.e
in localist terms the nominative).
(dative) locative narker to (opposed 

lative marker from) is sometimes reflWed arid 
not as seen in (2:20)

' (2:20) a.

erpress

. direct object 

In -liigliah the direction
, or

to the direction ab-
sometimes

: »

Iv^aye the book to him. 
b. I gave him the book.

Ihis, then, is the origin of the dative (directional) 
ment which is retained in the

ele-

proverbal ppasedbives and

i.i
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whieh is sometimes .reflexes (e.g. ^ belongs to me?')

and sometimes not .(e.g./I have the book<r ;). 

2.5.2 Double-dative argument Mother Bimilari-ty
between dative constructions and the datively derived pro.

verbal possessives Is that no verb in English (and most 
likely imiversally^'*’) admits a double-dative construction
such as (2j21);

. (2:21) *I gave to the book to him..

likewise, because proverbal possessives contain
locative element in there underlying structures they

not admitted easily into possessive; (i 
clauses such as (2:22) and (2:25):

(2:22)

a dative
are

e. dative locative)

I *iSy oar
tdat loc'

^ +person LWb

is mine.
1+verg piat loc 

[+person

(2:23) mr car
Wat loo' '
Wersoir
+verb

belongs
r+verb]

■ to

gdat lo<0 l+persoiQ
me.

Together the three featiires of (2:22) and (2:23) and 
, the sentential nominative 
relationMip

ca£ complete the possessive , 
However, notiofe that the derivation (2:15)

was not blocked. !nhis is accounted for by the fact that
in the have clause, either the verb or the proverbal 
possessive is a non- tye locative. Either can be non-
dative locative or dative locative, but both cannot have 
the same underlying structures. in poasesa and own clauses

U-
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the proTerbal possessive is obligatorily 
tive (i.e.

(2:S4)

non-dative loca-
•availabilityl) as in ,(x2:24):

have
'.'I ayown oar.

^j)osseas 
l+verl^+(dat) loe' 

+person +(dat) loo'
+person
+verb

2.5.3 Ihe connexion between 
pbssessive datives throngh the relational factor.

. mentioned in 

Inal, possessives reqiiire 
sessive relationship.

possessive and noh- 

As we 
and pronom-2.5.2 above, possessive verbs

a nominative to obiiq)lete a pos- 
Similarly, verbs which admit 

tive locatives require a nominative (that is,
da- 

a' nom) as
evidenced in (2:25);

(2:25 ) a. ?I.;gave to lilm

b. *1 have/possess/own . 
o, ^belong to me

. . . ;".d;''“^tis';mine. . ' . . .  . . . .

(2:25a) is acceptable when the hearer Supplies 

that which has bem deleted, 
sons, : ■

a nom, for 

rea-probably for s-fylistio

2.5.4. OJhe connexion betweenn possessive and non-
possessive d^es through the resultatlve factor. We

have been claiming that the
arguments, a nominative and 
ative is a dative locative.

possessive verbs require two 
® locative, and that the loc- 
Wow we wish tft elaborate on



■ttie obvious relationship between the possessive bi-argu- 
mental construction and tri-argumentai constructions like

(2:26) a, I gave the book to him. 
b. t took the book to him.

I brought the book to/for him.'’5 
d. ,1 took the book from Mm.

I received the book from him.
1 got/obtained the book from him.

c.

e

t

clauses (2:26) the S in the loc,case can be said to
•acquire' the U in the nom case from Idle N in-.the abl 
ease.''® !Dhe above examples all have a 

structure (cf. Anderson 1971; I 9.22)^'^
•for illustration the lexically identical 
and d>in

common underlying 
and we shall,use 
take of (2:26b

(2:27)

I
: I

nom : ".I ^

• r A j
II I .I t\ J : I II

■ "1: "
• ; I.

[from.him^took^e book

!Ewo assumptions about the verbs in (2:26 ) 
have first to^^^stated: (1) lEhey 
in which (2) the transitive action is 
tual nominative JT movement has taken

and (2:27)
are f esultative verbs''^

completed, i.e. ab- 
plaoe. notice these 

verbs are most commonly found in the past tense .^ Hotionally,
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then, result shoxild not be characterized 
•receiving' or 'acquisition

as a process of
i.e • of J coming into posses- 

a 'traisfer of pos- 

3n the terms of 
non-stative verbs 

loc.

t

Sion' (Allen 1964:342), but rather 
session' or a 'change of the possessor'

as

a looalist grammar, tri-argnmental, 
relocate the nom U from the abl the 
state i® marked by; a 

session (frequently occurring in the

Ehe restating 
stative bi-argumental verb of pos- 

present tense) or
proverbal possessive in which the ablative is deleted 
and/nominatlve K is (re)lbcat(ivizJed (i.e. 
sessor);

. 2. a 'new* pos-
Tbe semantic origin of the dative construction

Ija conflated (i.e proverbal ppseeseives) and possessive 
clauses is the dative locative in tri-argumental 
tions, and depending on the bi-argumental verb of the re-

construe-

toting clause, the dative marker to may or may not be

reflexed (see above §2.5.2).

2.6 Summary

In this chapter we have surveyed and attempted to 
indicate the complexity of the verbal/nominal par^igm 
of possession both semantically and syntactically, 
have also proposed a common imderlying structure for the 
verbs of possession and the proverbal possessiVes, the

We

latter being a conflation of this structure. We have 
also tried to motivate a distinction between dative/pos- 

(and perhaps belongsesslve and non-dative locative have
(cf. (2;11a)) and possesa (fn. 13, Ch. 2)) and the pro- 
verbal possessives and proverbal locatives. She conflated
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dative oonatructions, the.proverbal posseasives, 

diatribution in any clauae, anywhere. Jn the
a non-relaticsnal noon oooura marked for 
i.e. poaaeaaive or locative relationahip. 

■onderlying atmotitte we have propoaed ia the 
the dative locative (not have) for '

• shipa only; other poaaeaaive relationahipa,

have free 
olauae where 

an identifying, 

Einally, the 
copula and

ownerahip' relation- 
i.e 'availa

bility* are non-dative locative with different aemantio
markere in their underlying atructnrea.'

/
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CHAPTEE III: AET ANADYSIS OE SHE HEIATIOESHIP 

OE OHE AOTOMIEAE^POSSESSIVES 10

HEMTIOEAI, AEI) body-pabp eoots
3.0 Definitions of Relational and Body-Part Eoune 

Ihalienabllia have sometimes nationally been defined 

Obviously, snob 

nouns, but also

as 'that which cannot be gotten rid of,
a definition includes in part relational 
such permanent stative attributes such as gae and female. 
Such attributes are not nouns, and'they are, therefore,

. not,modifiable by possessives. Such a notional definition
is inadequate because of its 
emphasis On the

over=generality and 
permanency of relational

over-

nouns. As a re
sult, lists of examples are often offered to limit 
class of inalienabilia.V

the

■ Di view of these Inadeqtiacies 
■ term 'Inalienable'

connected, with the 
we shall reject the term in its 

^t definition, that is, the definition used throughout

forward

only use the term 'relational 
teimlnology by •distinguishing bet^^

pres-

Chapter 1
we Stoll 

and refine our own 
'alienable' and

.2noim'

'inalienable' relational nouns.
Relational nouns, then.

have unalterable Inherent features 
lationship with, other nouns 
definition embraces at least

of associa,tion or re 
outside themselves-. Such a
three well-known sub-classes

- - - .1 son, brother.

artery, hair.

relational nouns, lieisnouns 
an adnomlnal possessive, are Shown

of nouns: (1) Kinship terms (e.g. ^er 
wife, etc.), (2y~Sody parts (e.g

etc.), and (3) miaeellaneous 
which when modified by
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to be derived from a conflated equative nom gtructnre. : 
in T*ich one of the nom N's is an'interaeotion of -com- 
plementarity' and 'symmetrical converseness - (i.e 

quiring a (complementary) ailenable
re-

or inalienable re
lational noim.to complete its meaning; cf. 
i 10.4.5) and the

lyons 1968:
other is a personal pronoun (e.g. 
friend, relative, etc and 'picture 

Needless tonouns' like photograph, painting, etc.) 

say, this last group of nouns will become defined as the

are elaborated upon in thisunderlying structures
ter. ■

bhap-

As we mentioned above, the term 'inalienable' 
plies 'relational', however, 
be inalienable or permanent,

im-

a relational noun need not

Iherefore, let us refine
our terminology so that we have three classes of nouns,

• ^the former modified by proverbal 
latter two (sub-classes) modified by

possessives and the

posses-

ITon-rela^on^ (e;g. We 
etc.), (2) inalienable relational (e. 
blrtb-piace. name, etc.),

».:°ar, , 
g. son, chest

ana (3) alienable (non 
manent) relational (e.g. possession(a). friend. i 
When a cdass 1

■per-

etc.)

non-relational noun enters into a Glass 
3 state, it becomes relational; in other words/ o^ is 
ntin-relational, but mz c^ is an alienable relational, 

assuming gjr is datively deriVed (of.
below i 3.3i^4^ 

will be helpful in

fh. 6, Oh. 2 and 
Hecognition of these distlnctione 

our later analysis, particularly 

semantically differently.

see

since Classes 2 and3 behave
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Kie scope of our study of 

lationship to relational
possessives and their re-

nouns is- liBited to an analysis
of the internal underlying structure of possessives of
kinship terms and other coiplementaiy-

converse nouns.
Oihese structoes are similar to those

we have proposed 
though non-locative.for proverbal possessives

lEhe un
derlying structures of the 

are non-dative locative structures
possessives of body-part nouns 

We shall also dis-
in which body- -cuss a number of related clause structures

part, nouns are found and the 
above i 2.4)

associated copying rule (see
Olhe relationship , toenV of morphophonemi-

cally^ljdentioal .preposed possessives of relational 

body-part nouns engenders 1wo distinct
and

underlying struc-
toes. oaie possessives of all relatitmal ai- and body-part 

as 'adnominal possessives', becausenounswill be known

■ ^ underlying structures do not underlie related verb-
governed clauses.

3.1 Diagnostic Tests to 
Body-Pai>t Bfouns

; Determining Relational and

Although it means baqk-traoklng to 
since we have

a certain extent
already defined relational- nouns 

section we shall devise means of
in this»

syntactically‘and seman
tically identifying relational nouns

and digtinguishing 
1 should like to notethem from non-relational 

that the argumen^s^of i
nouns.

3.2 will be somewhat repetitive 
of those in this section, but the purposes

are different
in each section • .



3.1.1 Iri^gumental verbs, directionality of the 

. Shis test.oansiets ofdative and relational 
placing non-relational

clauses which contain tri-argumental
served in

nouns
re-

nouns with relational nouns in 
verbs. As was ob-

2.5;.4 there is a directional movement 
nom H 'from abl...to loe.' Consider the 
pies in (3s1):

of the 
folloTrtng exam-

(3:1) a Paul P. gave his/the ball to John fi. 
b. ?Paul P. gave his/the son to John B. 

*PaulP. gave hie/the arm to John E.e*

Pari p. gave his/the measles to John E.

gave his/the relative to John E.
V

e. *Pari P. ft

Such directional movement in clauses which; have human 
and-locs effects a ‘change in possessor' (see 
2h (3;la) the brijL becomes John 
into a (dative)"possesaiye relationship 

it is perfectly feasible in 
son (away)' ^ and though. Jofin E

abls

above i 2.5.4).
H's, that is, it enters

3h (3:1b) although 
a proper context -'to give a 

. will have legal custody, 
originri relatimship 

s son. John E. has Pari P's

a relational nom E maintaiSe" 
is, he will always be Pari ?' 
son, but he does not have

that

a son as a resrit.of the act of
giving. (3:1o) illustrates that it is utterly anomalous: 

not readily detachable.•to give an arm' since it is
How

ever, ease of detachability is no longer a criteria,,be

cause as we know mbdein medicine has 

(i.e. transplanting) the
means of'giving '

body parts, particularly vital
organs; also, figuratively., the arm may be 'given' (i;e.
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extended) to (Hr.) John H. (i 

this.case thon^ the original relationship between 
body part and its body remains wholly intact, despit 

Clause (3:16) is an extreme example, 
detachable,body parts (e.g. hair, teeth, fingernails, 

etc.) maintain original relationship 

'John bought a lock of Hapoleon's hair from George I 
ihe nom JJ, Hapoleon's hair,,1s now John I.'s (datlTe/poe- 

sessively, i.e. non-relationally: cp

contextualization); Ih 

the

.e

e ac-
tiial location. but
even

as in an exanq)le like
.»

•my animal('a) head'

in Menomini—see;;.above I 1.2.2), but the hair is always
Hapoleon's (relationally). Althou^ (3s1d) is completely

acceptable, John E. does not get the same measles, but
the same disease as Paul P._ Ih other words, John E.

gets
a different'token' of the one -type.'5 (3:ie) representing 
a 'iqinplementaiy relational noun (not a kinship term) is

• ^more anomolous than the related (3:1b) 
Baul P. does not have the control

perhaps because
over relatives (or

friends, employiys, etc.) that one has over sons

if eouyn, 3scle, or even brother were substituted for 
sm in "(3i1b) it too would receive

l!

an asterisk .(*). it 
should be noted finally that the definite article does
not easily collocate wilh relational and-body-part 
in this type of'clause-structure. . '

notms

As a result of this somewhat notional argument, it 
do not easi- 

body-part nouns on semantic

seems obvious that such tri-argumental verbs 
ly admit relatiraalT”and 

grounds. Ihey, therefore. prove tobbe fairly accurate in
separating relational and body-part nouns from
tional nouns:

1 non-rela-.

!
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.3.1.2 Negative possessive test 
are ooeasionally referred to 
or 'attributive genitives'"^

Although possesives
M 'possessive adjectives'®

as a consequence of their at

tributive positional distribution, they are, in fact, a 
distinct, but.related category to adjectives. Ihat is,
one could argue they are a locative (deictic) sub-cate-

, gory of adjectivesf However, on purely syntactic grounds

possessives do not behave like adjectives, 
admit negativizers such

fChey do not 
Which are 

English.

as m:-, in- and non.
common negative formatives for adjectives in 

Possessives can, of course, be negated
liistance, the first person possessive 
not my.. ./mine ) a non-negative

If, for ■

is negated (i 
i possessive or genitive is 

Ihus, what is 
/yours,' •his.;./liis,

.e

complementary (cf. lyons 1968; I 10.4.2) 
'hot my.../not mine' is 'your • • • f

- her...Aers,iS 'their.../theirs' or 
_ other than mine. Ih other words.

somebody's', i.e.
the non-negated second 

P^^'sons , are equally, complem^ 
gated first person

ne-

IC the second and third persons are
negated, however, all three persons are con^lementaiy.
At first sight this may seem difficult, btrt upon closer
Inspection ona notes that there are special characteris

tics of source of locution and oo-referentiality which 
appertain only to the first person possessive (of. lyons 
1968; I 7.2.2)., Ihus, the second person possessive neg

ative and non-negative complementary, as is the third 
person. With the use of subscripts and the

are

condition of 
in example :

one speaker only this point may be clarified
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(3:2)

(3:2) a. is^not^ine therefore
that it is (a) «inine/ours 

(h) y;ours
(c) hisAers/theirs

it follows

b. ^e.ball is not 
that it is

hi^lrs/theirs ■l!l
,b) youM
o) hiSgAers/thei’rs

!Ehe oomplementarity of non-^ieg^ed i 
in (3:2) is acceptable for

and negated possessives 
non-relational nouns and de

tachable body parts; this 

when all other alienable md inalienable
same frame is made maoceptable 

relational nouns
and non-detachable body parts aare substituted for ball 

of non-relational 
relational nouns in

i*
Oong)are the semantic behavior

‘noims to alienable and inalienable 
clauses containing negativized ;

nobody»By no mejs) suchr^Tas in" (3;5)-(3fv6)
proverbal possessives (e •g*

: :
(3:5) fChat is no one*s/nobody's ball

. (3:4) a.*a!hat is no one's/nobody's tooth, 
b. *iaiat is ho one ts/nobody • s hand.'

o.*lhat is no one's/nobody s measles.

(3:5) ^ ho^^“® '^ f^ie^^obody -s friendA friend

»She is no one's/nobody's dau^ter.

noun and the alienable relational

(3:6)

Both the non-relational
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noun, (3:3) and (3:&) respectively 
beptable, because possession

In this: framef are ac-
and friendship.are both alien

able relational nouns—permanent potentialities of
permanent states between

non-

persons and things and persons
and persons (see above I 3.0). Hon-relational notans can

states. Such a 
likely be uttered when the

be negated as being included in these
clause as (3:3) would most
owner was not known to the speaker; similarly, for (3.-5) 
when friends were not known to the-speaker. IChe body.
part nouns oM3:4) and the Inalienable relational 
of (3:6) are/aoceptable

noun

because permanent relationality

these nouns are generic^(see 
4.1 and of. Mderson ^forthcoming c ).

f

^ is being deniedf that is 
below

In other
words, no one can be a daughter without being 
dau^tei; always

someone's

And again, nothing can be a possession 
■^thout being someone's possession and a body'part cannot 

__exist but as part of somebody's body.
In Menomini (see 

“oras hhligatorily
above 1.2.2) all three of thege 
quire possessives

.re-..

moreover, specific possessives—not 
nobody's, not just anybody's, but somebody's.

f

3.2 Arguments Justifying, a Different Derivation for 
Adnominal Possessives V ^ .

It does not necessarily follow.
^ter having defined 

and Isolated^ behavior patterns of relational

and body-part nouns, that there
structure and derivation for the

is a different underlying
possessives that modi-

mderlylng
fy these nouns J-ustifioatlon for distinct

li
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structures of adnonumal possessives ; 
granted.

cannot be taken for-

.-U..

3.2.1 (the noticaial argument.

article is defining, or classifying when used in 
speech ^th designations for the 
family

'Ohe demonstrative
colloauial 

members of a person's
Ihe construction seems to suggest laie notion of 

of a group, 'the 
than the oor- 

possessive adjective
wife. ' (Ahlgren 1946: ins). Another-and not heces- . 

sarily contradictoiyS explanation might be that the speaker 

wbo uses the definite article instead of the possessive
form wishes to avoid implying that

mere referaioe to a particular member
wife' (of jor family); it is.lesa emotional

responding construction with the
9

the same relationship
»a .hi. ,if., I.th.r,9 

I.B. roUoWhg
. thstr toghaga, sp.acars 01 Shglla, raaogaiaa’

that thor. are ai.tlhct hal.tloa.Mp, lavotoea, yet 

!»». Ptellr ^..oolato4^
possessive underlying structure f i.e proverbal, i^e avail- 

t etc. in oUr culture areable. C<msequently, since wives 
not owned, the definite article is substituted for the
possessive form. The unmarked (for

a specific type of
relation, i.e. 'ownership') definite article allows

the
relational features of the

. determine the
exist.type of relationship that is to

Not all speakers, 
article in collocation with 

One assumes the relational

however, lise the difinite
re

lational nouns, 

alters the semantic content of the
noun context 

possessive form for
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theae speakers from the 

nominal possessive, which has^ 
ship.*

proverbal possessive to the ad- 

no implications of 'owner--

3.2.2 !Che dative frame argument, 
tional noms, 'alienablo or inalienable,

Neither rela-
nor body-part

nouns can enter into a non-relational frame, that is, a 
. frame derived from a dative locative structure. ■Any non. 

a dative locative framerelational noun fits neatlyinto 

with the selection restrictions (see above i 2.3.1, Dia

gram .11 and cfi fn. 11, Gh. 2) acting as constraints a- 
let us take for examplegainst certain collocations. 

(3:7)r

(3:7) a. He has a/the ball; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

b. He possesses a knowledge (of the stars)/.the 
knowledge (that is necessary for themission).
He owns a/the house.

d. The house .belongs to him.
e. The ball is his.

Compare (3:7) with (3:8):

(3:8) a. He has a son/ a.(broken) axm/a (girl-):;friend^

(broken) arVthe (girl-)

0. *He possesses, a son/an arm/a'Jfriend. •

d. *He possesses the son/the aiVthe friend. ,

e. *He owns a son/an am/afftiend,
'^ ow:^^e son/the arnv/the friend.

: g. *Ths son/the arm/the friend

h..*The son/the arm/the friend is his

'I'

belongs to him.
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Withuthe except!^ Of 
forms, rejects relational and ' 
it is impossible to determine whether

body-part^,nouns. Admittedly,

these nouns are
ungrammatical because of sel^ctional constraints 
to these Tei-bs

aocrolng

or because of inooi^atibility with rela-
^^nal frames or a combination of both

!nhe two phenom-
Eemembering that proTsrbalena cannot be separated, 

sessives are conflated formsiderired from
pos-

the same dative/ 
possessive structure that underlies the Clauses In (3;7)

may ask, -How is it possible for relational 
nouns to be grammatical in the

-’and (3:8) . we

pres^ce of proverbal pos- 
^ sessive-foims and incompatible in commonly derived dative/ 

possessive frames?.- The only answer that is logical is
the possessivea of relational nouns have different under

lying structures than those of non-relational nouns
■ Idrthermore, we may conclude that there 
like the.verbs of possession that

are no verb forms
are derived from the 

^ ^ the^p^^
Possessives of relational 

the relation^ip expressed in 

body-part nouns seem toJbr locators

are.
nouns merely complete

these nouns; possessives of

with unspecified.
however non-dative, locative oases and corresponding se. 

ihe grammar will provide relatibnalmantio markers,

nouns with the feature [+E] and body-part
feature [hOT] to^cate :the underlying structure of 

the atoomlnal possessive.

nouns with the

3i2,3 3!he picture noun 
tioally related verbs and'therefore

argument. Without seman 

■ expanded clauses
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whioh reflex elements of the 

motivations for proposals of
mderlylng structure, the 

underlying structures for 
appear to be all but impos-adnominal possessives would 

sible. All such possessives 
reduplicative adnominals (ef. Anderson

might merely be considered 
1971: I 7.363,

mirnore 1968: I 6.1, and langendoen 1970:207-8 follows 
m^ore 1968). Jhtemal an motivations

would then, of course, be made unnecessary. It may be 
sounder to simply argue that adnominal possessives are
not.differently structured, 
ture and leave it at that, 
distinct underlying structures 

e^edient proposal, let us look at one more

but without underlying struc- 
But before abandoning

and accepting such an

example, 

group .of nouns knownPostal calls attention to a 
aa 'picture' nouns.' tiiese are incredibly complex 

(cf. lostal 1971: i 17.A, D).
f •

and- unique.
../Msee above |v 1.2.1) the

In Maori
dominant/subordinate distinction

aisatoMgpsted Jhis Jsonfrl 
.'a song of or

'a^song by him: (dominant^^
about him' (subordinate).

'his painting ' bec^se'of its
A phrase like

physical propertiaa,- is 
ways ambiguous : (1) (Che painting byat least three

him,

and .(3) the painting -bf .his/be- 
Eie'clause (3:8): >

(2) the painting of him,

longing to him.

(3:8) :taon B. took my picture.

is ambiguous between -His^paraphrases of (3:9) and (3:.10)

(3:9) Emmon B. took the/picture froVof (f) me/i^e. 
(3:10) Emmon B. took the/koture of m^.

5
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When (3:8) is interpreted (3:9) iE has a dative/posas

; sessive mderlying structure and is a proverbal possessive
as in (3) above; when (3:8) is :‘ 
tiire becomes a relational noun ^d

interpreted as (3:10) pio.
something very like

the appositional of phrase (see below I 3.4)
Md (2) above is found

in (3:10) 
in the underlying structure of

the adnomlnal possessive, 
to replace the in/deflnite article

notice that it is possible 
in (3:9) with a pro-

procedure is redundant in 

and (3:10),

verbal possessive, but such 
(3:10). _0on®^e (3:11) and (3:12) with (3:9) 
respectively: :

a

, (3:11) Enmon B. took my picture from/of (f ) me/^e. 
(3:12) *Emmon B took my picture of me. 

Finally, contrast examples in which the 

noun appears in the same frame as (3:8)-(3:10) 
(3:13):

• '

non-relational.-

as in

/V
T3:13) a Emmon B. took my oar.

b. EtoncnX tobk to

♦SSmnon B. took the/car of me.0

Broverbai po'ssessives do not yield 
phrase (i.e.. 'of

to an appositional para-

meV as opposed to the post-ppssessive

(3:13 ) -illus- 
between physical 

nouns, toe picture noun

•of mine'—see below I 3.4) as in (3:13o)'
trates how picture nouns vacillate

non<
relational nouns and relational 
test makes it patentty^lear that 
structure must be

distinct underlying 
proposed for adnominal possessives

a

of
relational nouns.

fuller analysis of picture
We shall return in f 3.3.3 for a closer

and
nouns.
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3.3 Ihe Derivation of Adnoinlnal Possesdlves
, : , : .H-ouns , ■ '

3h this section we shall 
atoondnal possesslves of relational 
terms and miscellaneous relatlonals 
We shall focus upon the structure 
sesslve in Its relation to the relational 
structure Is a lower emhedded pr^loatlon of a hlgher
matrix clause, which schematically represented appears
asfln ■(3:.14)

(3^4)

of Helatlonal

analyze-the structure of 

nouns, i.e. kinship
like piettoe nouns*

of the adnominai p os-
noun. Ihie

: '■■ ■

\.

IT

IT
\

An IT-.placed between the lower V 

it structurally distinguishes it
related) structure from that of

and the case dominating 

as an atoominal (non-yerb 
the proverbai possessive 

In the representations 
nouns only, the case markers 

of the lower .V are equative horns, that is, the lower V

structure (cp. above e.g. (2;?)). 
of adnominals of relational

i

i
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ls non-locative, 
section is the effect 

adnominal possessive by the

Out concern in this and the following

upon the internal stmcture of the

nouns which, are modified and
not the structure of the nouns, i.e. nouns as predicates 
(cf. Bach 19685 Anderson unpublished Eh.D. thesisV fl«.1-8.3 

and Anderson forthcoming c).

. 3.3.1 Ihe underlying structure 
sessives of kinship terms.

of adnominal
Adnominal possessivea , like .

proverbal possessives, have ubiquitous distribution in 
English participating in all functions

pos-

of the sentence
where relational nouns may occur. Unlike proverbal POB-

sesslves, as we have mentioned 
the verbs of possession from

, we cannot first derive 
underlying structure and 

to the conflated

an

then relate- ;that common structtire 
yerbal possessives, '

pro-

, thereby forming mutually supporting
internal motivation for the structure.

Ihe underlying structure 
is in (3:15);

and derivation of 'my son'

(3:15) a.

I II 1

■ a i I
(be)

(the) mo-ther/ 
father



t
i

I
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i
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We shall 1,egln our esDlanation by starting 
constituent of the structure in (3;15a) 

represents a subordinate equative predication, hence the
necessity for the definite article in brackets. (Che 7

;does not represait the locative sub-type of classifying
'predicate nom.'^2 33^^ ^ contains the internal semantic

with the lowest
aaie y of (3:15a)•

content of the adnominal possessive which 
the first person personal pronbun and mother/father:

■Dhe V is a device to indicate identity
V.node has been lost; 
this fact there

is in (3:15)

a (3; 15b) the 
in explanation and motivatioh of '

a number of alternative proposals. 
, First, the V may be subjoined to the ablative

ere

W when the
two identical nom IT's (i.e. both IT's have the 

erence', denote the same person) conflate to form
same 'ref-

the.

pronominal constituent of the ablative appositive 
y would then be pruned; this has

r-^^^‘v__^eoond,

OSie
not been shown in (3:15b), 

the copula may be absorbed into the upper predi
cate which dominates the a^omlnal phrase Xsee above 

' (3i14)> ft^ms pMppsal we follow our^^

proverbal possessives inthe verba of possession and the 
Chapter 2 Ihe third possibility is that the verb:does 
not exist in fact (thus the brackets in (3:l5a)) .except 

as an expedient device for lack of a better representa-
tionor as an attempt a^ an abstraction of th^
sentablsi

unrepro'

Indepen^^motlvation for such a proposal is
found in a number of languages Eussian, Sreek, latln 
Hebrew, etc. in which the present tense of the copula 
does not reflex in the surface structure

f

in eqiiative and
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identifying clauses (cf. I^ons 1968; I
^ (3:15b), following rule (1) conflaticm 

deletion, nomlnalization (rule (2)) 
dnalization is the objective form of

7.6.3).

and 7-
operates. Ihe nom- 
the personal pro-

progreasion (see above 
will be pre- 

of patronymics 5 and

noun, th\is there- is morphological 
i 2.5.1). Motivation for the ablative of 
eented in i 3.3.2, our discussion

the appositional construction * will be motivated be

cause of its reflex in possession of,picture 
above 1; 3.2.2 and below i

nouns (see 
(3),.permutatioh 

the nom IT.

3.3.3)
f

operates in (3:15o) moving the abl M f)efore
, She abl is then deleted Sale (3) is obligatory for 

kinship terms modified by adnominal possessives.
(4), adnominal possessive formation 

rale is iUuatrated in (3:15d).

Buie

a morphophonemic 
for other applications 

structures, see below Diagramof these, rules in related
Ax^jni.

Kinship nouns, except by marriageAv:;
alienable, despite natural circumstances

, are always in- 
such as death; 

a mother and father from in 
not they die and whether

Once ai person is bW he has

finity to infinity whether of 
or not they are inown to him 
terms are always found id

• More importantly , . Mnship
conversely paired oompl^entary

sets: Jarents (mother and father)/ohildren
(sons and 
bro-ther); 

aunt; etc. In other

daughters); siblin^^rother, sisteiy^ister, 
husband/wife; nephew-,nieoe/uncle, 
words a father can not be wi-thout a 
brot^ can not be without a sister or brothel

son or daugb-hp-n a

and so
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(3 :15) reveals the iatemalforth.

st:mc'ttu?e of the ad'
nominal possessives of relational 
dominated IT is refleied in 
the lower V-dominated BT of the 
with the

nouns: imfe upper hom-
the surface etructure while

relational pair conflates
personal pronoun ultimately receiving the position 

and phonological shape of the adnomlnal possessive;

■ lang^doen (1970:123-4) has adduced
to show that 'the

some evidence
genitive; ezpres'sion replaces; the defi

nite articlei'aaius (3 M6)^^gendoeh's ■ i.

example, but our
numeration :

(3:16) Princess Grace 

Ms the underlying assumption
is Prince Bainier's wife;

•that Prince Rainier has 
exactly one wife,'so that (3:16)'is a stylistic variant 
of (3:17a), but not of (3:17b):

(3:17) a; Princess Grace is the wife of Prince Rainier. 
Princess Grace is a wife of Prince Rainier. 

Because of this evidence the definite article-is place 
.in brackets ^ the uppeimost and lowermost F's of (3:15a) 
to indicate definiteness and eventual replacement by the 
adnomlnal possessive.

b

In a number of traditional •grammarsthe of of
(3f15) is known as; the genitive ofj however 
(In the etymological

, genitive of
sense of 'genitive•) is only appro- 

Ihat is to say, chilpriate for an example like (3:15).
dren or off-spring come from, are bom of, are products 

whereas of the re-(all literally ablative) parents,of

verse, 'my father' this is not true nor is it true of
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siblings, married couples, 
possible .to say 'the father Of. 
and 'the wifecfif

and so forth;* Although it is 
• • , "the brother of ' f!

♦ • • >
r

in genitive relationships the of• • • >

: 1. ao«toat.a bjr .bl, «,d ia ab«-g«.itiv. r,l.tloa-
Ships, by loc; -

3.3.2 independent motivation for
the proposed struo-

adnominal possessives of relational nouns s l-atro- 
nymics and metronymics.’4 a number of languages exhibit

patronymic/metronymio morphemes
as 'son/daughter of.'

ture of

which are usually glossed
Examples of such forms

lowing: Gr. 'son' was often suppressed and substi 
tuted for by the article: h 
•aalioe Eratofcleidou,'

are the fol-

in^lAio^ E(>a.-roic?if.c§n,>

i;e.'Ehalios [the sonj of Brato-
AAtUv'Spos 6 jrtAfaiioii 'Alexandroe

as

elides' and 
i.e. 'ilexahder

o Hoilippqu',
the [son] of Philip; also the. following

suffixes ^^aies as ilaertiades'

.jSlaertlos«, -ides as 71
i.e; 'son of 
i.elaio-MiSne 'Priamldes' 

zlS^ as K^ioviury 'Kronion', i.e;

l.e. 'daughter of Tantalc
Heb. 14I (ben) 'son of as

t son of»
Priamos',

'sbn of Kronos',

os';

012; 'Eavid [the]
son of Joseph'; Ir 

Wei. ab; HP. fits; 1. fnii.p 

nardi.* > 'Giles Pemard' ; Hus 

languages the patronymic/metronymio relationship is repre
sented by the (genit^of-adjunct only, as in Pr.

, i.e. - *

mac 'son of', £, iia 'descendant of ;

ns in 'Egidius filius Per- 
■ :=Zfeh, -off.' etc; Ih some

Charles De Gaulle' and Ger. i.e. 'Otto yonvon.

Bismarck;' Genitive endings corresponding to the of- 
adjunot are also common, for example, in B. the genitive

■ ^ i- '

I



.-ar
eas e ending ^ and -i as; In 'WillelmuB Johannis' and 

, •Dngallns mgelli. and the ^ genitive ending-nf the 

as in 'Mably
sec

ond declension ■flnd the thiii:eenth centuiy
aeiitf. gmitiTs .Bdiag.,
Often added to names as in 'Margret.Bobin's daughter*>
•Margret Eobines;* and -Christian Edwardis* >'Edwards.'

Ifotice -^e true appasition borresponding to an apposi- 
tional and subordinate-;e nom construction in the first 
example in the immediately preceedlng sentence. '

times neither the genitive
Some-

ending nor the relational E 
was made overt, but mere juxtaposition served 
'Johnj Robin's son*

as in
(again appositional) 'John Hobin'

analogous to Ser. Tasse Kaffe. Er. tasSe caf^. 
Biyen- inhames.

and Eng„ 

E re-3n other instances the relational
mained as in 'ffidowson,' 'Williamson' and 'Johnson.' 

•a those laaguages such as English, German and 
-^enchr in Which the gloss *son/daughter of- is not a 

single patror^rmic/metronymic morpheme (like 

and the Ir. prefix Mac) 
dentical with the ablative of/from 
as in (3:18) and (3:19)

the Gr. suf. 
, the of-adjmet is i-

non-patronymic usage

(3:18) Charles De Gaulle 

n Vienne ^ Paris.

(3:19) a. Otto vmn Bismarck

Er kommt von/aus Berlin.

a.

b

b.

a Prench and German the'of/from| gloss seems 
(a German yma and aM

^ contextually 
although usually ofdetermined.

t
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exceptions-like (3:19b).both 
distlnotion is determined by

fixed distribution with few 
are glossed 'of/from' and the 
the context for both.)

Ihe underlying structure 
gloss for the Heb. ''Bavid 
ably like the conflated adnominal 
terms. Compare (3:15) with (3;20); 

(3:2C))|.nom

of a patronymio like the
the son of Joseph* is remark- 

possessive of kinship

I U

’.T

» '
Im n

-,/ iI If II I I
I II f '

David (be) ^ (the) s6n ablN
•I

Of \N

Y.

I
Inom I

.1
I ITr

I

^ Joseph (be), jzf (the)(faker

I

>



Efoseph

Joseph»s son

i;
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s son David

In the derivation of (3:20) the Oollapaing 
tion rule (1) operate in the

rule and V-dele. 
upper V aa in (3;20b), 

collapsing rule is distinct from the conflation.rule 
which operates in the lower V of (3:20a-b) (aee above 
I 3.3.1)

Ihe

Oaie collapsed and conflated structures are
then aomlnalized (rule (2)) as-in (3:20b). 
tion and ablative deletion rules

Ihe permuta- 
operate in (3;20o). The 

a second.time as 
possessive/genitive fonnation

permutation rule optionally operates
in ■(3;20e) after adnominal 

^X^bag. operated ■ as in (3:20d )
. Because (3 :20b) reflexes; and 

because it is semantically equivalent to (3:15) (i.e. only
.say -fco^D^ son') we claim this 

tivation for our structure of
as mo.

'ay son* in (3:15). (3:20d-e)

are.optional and semantically eqiii alent to (3:20b) (cf;
fn. 15, Oh. 2). See Diagram JII m I 3.3.3 below.

3.3.3 ®iemderlylng'structttresofadnomlnalpos- 
eessives of picture nouns. As we mentioned in i 3.2.2 

a phrse like painting' is three ways ambiguous 
as in (3:21):

above

(3:21) a. the painting of him

b. the painting of his/by him
o. the painting of his/beionging to



semantlo qualities, picture nouns 
possessiTee(i.e. the under- 

possessive in (3;21a)) and proverbal 
She underlying structure 

and derived in (3:22b); if the

possessive, formation 
reduced to (3:22e-d):

Because of their peculiar
are modifiable by adnominal 
lying structure of the

poBsessives (as in (3;21b-c))
(5;21a) ia as in (3:22a)

optional permutation and adnominal
rules operate (3:22a-b),is further

(3:22) a.
S

\\ loc
painting t

t
I

Of

nom

BTIt
0 painting (be) .1 .

0 hk

);
?



c

d. nom

. Ia
• \

bis: painting
.

Ihe derivation of (3:22) does not differ 
way from that of (3:15).

in any substantial 
BTe thatOhe only differences

picture nouns like painting have 
X^^lly) complements in

identical (i.e. phonolog- 

asso-the upper and lower noms (of
oiational nouns like 'friend/friend', 
employee•) and the definite article

but not 'employer/ 
is bracketed In (3;22o) 

preposed adnomlnal possession
only when the optional rules

apply,: We shall discusa the post^^ossessi^e constructions 
of (3:21b-c) In 3.4, but first we shall justify the 

dering of the rules. '
or-

Conceivably, in the cases of patronymics, kinship
terms and miscellaneous relationala.

i.e. assooiational 
nouns, it would »ake little difference if the ordering 
were (l) permutation of the abl/loc-domlnat 
and 7 with the nom-domlnated li 

ed (Lower) W 
/and abl deletion, (2)

it

i :
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eonflation md T-deletion 
in the cases; of picture 

with the appositional possessive

and (3) nominali&ation. However,

nouns and patronymics^-also derived
construction (i.e. 'of me'

as opposed to the post-posseseive construction 
see below I 3.4) the

•of mine'!
permutation rule would have to be re.

versed after oonflation/V^deletion and nomlnalization 
it would haven to be blocked, because the

of

appositional con
struction reflexes, thus making pertoutation optional in ' 
these environments. y

3h either alternative 
additional rule would be required if the

an unnecessary 

ordering were not
asB in Diagram III:

KIHSHEP iEBMS/ASSO- 

OIAJIOMI, HODHS
. MTHOTMICS ' ' PIOJDBB HOOTS

IiEIlOH (3:15a) (1) COIMPSIHO, 
CO^OJION/ 
V-DEEEOJIOH 
(3:20a)

72) HOMOTAIIZA- 
TlOIf. (3:20b)

(3:22a)

(2) HOMINAIIZATIOII 
(3:15b) (2) HOMOT^IZA- 

TIOH (3:22b)
OPJIOHAI BDI.es

liETIOir
(3:20o)

f=r

OPJIOHAD BnT.HR

IsF

(3) PMIATION AHD 
^Ir-DEIESIOH' 
(3:15o)

POS
SESSIVE EOBMA- 
2I0H (3:15d)

PEEMHEAIIOH

®e,

DIAGHAM in

i 4
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_ argues'that patronynd
nouns ha^re-an added feature which 
and (4) (and also (5.) ). 
the elements found i 

adnominal possessi-ve of relational 
two persons and one complement

and picture
optionali2fes; rules (3) 

Only patronymics reflez three of

in the underlying structure of the

nouns. OSiose are the
of the complementary set 

relating the two individuals, each identically referen

tial with one of the con^lements.* Heflexion of both com

plements is superfluous. 3h addition, patronymic and pic

appositional abl/loo■fcure .noun constructions reflez the
semantic marker of , ^ch is

^ preposed-adnominal posseselve
semantically-equivalent to

the

3.3.4 aaie relationship of adnominal 
the nominalizations of the verbs 
mentioned in' I 1.2.2 above

possessives to 
As weof possession.

on Menomini, the word for 
aessim In that language reflezes obligatorily 

^,./\4tipnal ('dependent')

£os-

as a re-
noun with a speoified possessor 

Ihe underlying structures for the nominaliza-morpheme.

tions possession(n) 

enable relaticmal noun
gfflsrship and belongings, being ali- 
designators mapped onto non-rela

tional nouns (e.g. (Che house is (now) in his

f

posseas.ion/ 
are like those of other alienable 

inhus a representative

among his possessions) 

and Inalienable relational nouns.
9

■underlying structure for 'my possession' is (3:23); . ji

it

r li

h- \



V

I
nom I nom-I I

II

fI . I
0 poseessor (lie)

I

^ i
9 ' ■

(3:23) is derived by the
operation -of the four rules of

nouns (see above I 3.3..1 
Qqo problem occurs in English and that

adnominal possessives of relational 
and Diagram lil).

is there: ien no lexical equivalent like poseeseoT- 
the nominalization belmglngs.

or ovnier~-,-^^aoclated with

3.4 Olie :.... ...
Before discussing the relationships

possessives to the parts of the body, 
investigate the underOoring structures 
sive/post-genitive constructions 
post-genitive

of the: adnominal 

I shall digress, to
of the pos’t-posses-

Post-possessive and 
are tenns desi^atlng structures like »of

J^^eotively. 3h contrast the term 
e. reflexed of) designates 

constructions such as 'of me' and 'of John'

mine? and 'of John'®',

appositional possessive(i.

discussed in
3.2.2 and 3.3i3 on picture nouns.

: I
;}

!
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Mae po8t-posses3ive/genitiTe^^^c 
first sight to be acceptable with 
relational " 
in: (3:24):

(3:24) a. *a/the face of his

b. ?an/the arm of mine
c. ?an/the arteiy of hers

all relational and
. nouns except non-detachable body parts

non

such as

i:

Oliere is no question about the 
structions and detachable body parts 

(3:25) a.

acceptability o£ these con- 

as in (3:25):
a/the tooth of mine 
a/the fingernail of hersb.

She reason for (3:24a) being positiyely 
the fact that the poat-possessive/genitive 
implies^ plurality of the head

ungrammatical is;
construction 

noun particularly in the

Ihose non-detach-enyirqpment of the Indefinite article. ' 
xX^bl^body parts of which

there are only one per body (e.g 
55-. SOS., Ohjst, «.. )>,
those of which there■e “e more in number (i e. arm and ar
tery ) and which tmder certain

unusual circianstances 
detachable. (Ehere is an obvious positive 
between detachable body parts 
one (1)

are

correlation

. ;Hand a number greater than 
Sams, such paraphrases as (3:26) are ungramJ 

matical with nouns like but grammatical with other 
detachable land non-detac^le ftody-part nouns:

(3:26) a. *one of his faces

b. one of her arms

one of her arterieso

■?!
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a. one of ny teeth
e;. one of hia fingernails

Eius in such a phrase
luite singular demonstrative modifies the noun, the post-

aa ‘that nose of his' when the def-

possessive construotion cannot possibly imply several
noses, but rather one part (nose) of
the. body

a number of parts of 
use of the de- 

siifgular non-detaohable body 
a constraint on the use of the

-e nouns, we must amend : ' 
say that it is possible for all 

nouns, to cd^oocur with the post-possessive/genitive 
struction. . -

.16
Olherefore, if we include the

monstrative as a modifier of
parts, which is in fact 

pos,t-possesHive/genitiye with these
our original statement and

con-

She underlying structure for (3:21b-c) 
of his* is now presmtable in (3:27)

(5:27)

•a painting

a. nom

nom I dat loc

“fSI
I

rI
. (the)'ones (be)

(by) him

I



\/ \
^ V
Mb ones V

'»

'thefp ’̂ting i:

I
I

;:i .

hie-

a. fo clx=l.d B., oX (3,27.) ld»tloa, todi. 
eating a relative construction (i.e.

painting, one ofa

which is his); the uppemost IT is part 
ication which is not shown here 

spending semantic marker are placed in bracked I 
have just - shown two nearlj^_^entioal 
save space. -Ihe underlying Structure of

of a higher pred- 
!Che erg and its come

(C-'

structures in one tp 
•his painting*, 

vdiich is included In the structure of .a/the painting of
his* is, then, a proverbal possessive, but derived from

'
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ergatiye/possesslTre structurean
if Ms refers to Constable, 

, the owner, thenthe painter. If ^ refers to Carnegie
the prorerbal possessive is derived from the usual dative/ 

Mie; ambiguous reflex his is in this 
way disambiguated in the mderlylng structure; 
of result* (ef.]flrons 1968: i

possessive structure

Only 'nouns 
9.5.3) like painting and also 

bouse (not a picture noun) are modifiable by proverbal 

possessives derived ^om an ergative ^structure 
to our description, the lower t conflates a^

He turning ■ 
- as a proverbal 

first to his -onespossessive, ■ however, it is nominalized 
as in (3:27b); OSien mes-absorption'*''' takes-place 
produce (3:270); Piually, the ablative of of the
possessive/genitive construction is ^partitive 
T*ich may be paraphrased 'out ^

Jast as (3:25) and (3:26)

to

post-,

ablative.

of or 'from among. I

are semantiaally equivalent
paraphrases of one another, (3:27) is structurally identi- 
ca^wiiSi the representation for 'one of his paintings' in
(3:28):

•

i
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(3:28) a nom

i
1
I

0 I
I
I abl 'I
I .one I \

I

of .

I \
I t.

I
(tKe) painctinge'T

n» '

■. 0 (the) paintings *136'

b. n

^ .. *ir)
I

0 I
,1
I abl
Ione I

I srI

oi \
N> N

S

hie paintings

a loth (3.-273 M (3:2e)>.e ml provertl 
b.cm l,tt out, li»»,rer, thSkrW. l.,«, mir aisoM.ed md
lllp.trpted ,n 1 2.4 above, s. (3:25, ^ 4. ^
(3.27.) ^-abooirtton toot place, ileo obeerv, la etroo- 

tures (3;27a) and (3:28a) the

■ k~

uppermost nom H is aingular
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and the lowermost abl and nom H's are plural;' in (5:27) 
the plurality-of ^es Is absorbed Into the possessive 
form, but in (3:28) it is reflezed in the 
■ture.'

STutface struc-

Finally, vOiea nouns enter Into a post-possessive/ 
genitive construction like (3;27) dr the related struc

ture (3:28), they are. not directly modified by a proverbal 
possessive When relational and body-part nouns are

found in these structures the proverbal possessive’ is
farmed from a non-dative locative oonstructian, Olie re- 
lationship is one of the proverbal possessive modifying
a se-| of BT's , the set being non-relational, thou^ the 
indivldtial members may not: be. Ihe plm-ality of the 
H in the ■y structure is the indication of the set; the 
singularity , of the uppermost nom U is the member within

nom

i.

the proverbally modified set

3.5 Ihe Derivation of Adnominal PoBsessivee of Body-Part 
' Bouns

Ihe underlying structure of the possessives

of body-part nouns in Engli^ is extremely complex fon two
. Pirst, the possessive form may optionally direct

ly modify the body-part noun, though this structure alter

nates with the Datlvus Sympathetious and definite article 
construction (see below i^.1 of. Ahlgren 1946: Jg 5, 

128-132 aid 135-139; of. also Havers 1911:1-5 and ’yisser 
1963: I 320), the latter being obligatory

reasons

in all jther
Dido-European languages. Secondly, the verbs govemlng the

i:
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olauses containing body-part.norma 
of very oomplex aemantio featurea

marked' by a aet 1":.are

as we shall observe ia 
3.5.2. Although the underlying atruotoea we shall be

describing are atruoturally similar to those.of the pro. 
verbal posaessives, there ismo corresponding expanded

clause structure, i;e. no suppletive set of verbs analo.
goua^ to .the verbs of possession (however, see fn. 9, Gh.
2 and below I 3.5.2), hence posaessives of body parts are 
adnominals. ' ^

3i5;T Brief historical outline of the relation.
ship of the possessive forms to. the body-part nouns In 
Biglish.Consider the paradigm of clauses in (3:29):

(3:29) a. He cut his finger. ' '

He cut his (own) finger, 
o. He out the finger, 
d"; He cut him oh the finger. 

^“V-'e. He cut him on his finger.

f. He cut himself on the ..finsRr. 

■ g. He cut himself .on his^^^f^ ger.

b

It is quite obvious to English, unlike a number of other

Indo-European languagee, because^of the tocansistent intra- 
distribution of the definite article 
sive, and the personal pronoun (i

the adnomtoal posses-
Dativus Sympatoeticus)e

to clauses containing a body-part noun and the affinity 
of certain verbs, unlike^'eaT.

'■ V

for one or the other, that 
it is difficult to advance proposals for formalised rules
to capture the relationships of person to body part and

! :
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pronominal co-referentiallty as well as showing that these
clauses are related syntaetioally to one another.

oaie opmplenty of the distribution of (3:29) grew 
out of the use of lie Dativus Sympathetios in OE, which 
in OE was the only cohstruotion in such cases to express 
the relationship a perscSn and (his) body part. Ihe Eat-.
ivus ^athetious funetiohs as an indirect object (see 
below (3:30a)) or the object of the preposition (i.e. 
(3:29a-g)). Wotionally, the use of the Dativus'sympa- 

theticus implies that it is impossible to act on any
(body) part without affecting the whole (body).

Idie OB, in Erenoh and German the Batiyus 
icus is the only construction which

Sympathet-• '

expresses the person/ 
body part relationship. Clauses (3:29b,f,g), for example,, 

all suitable English glosses; for a reflexiye inter-are

pretation which is inferred from the Erench and 
"-''^xllspectively,

German f

in (3:30):

(3:30) a,
b.

n se coupe le doigt^
Er schnltt slch in den. Einger.

And clauses (3:29a,c,d,e) are English glosses of the 
Erenoh and German in (3:31):

(3:31) a. niui coupe le doigt. 
b. Er schnitt ihm in den Einger.

Consequently the peraon/body part relationship is 
more easily dealt with in terms of formalization in these 
languages, rather than in English.'*^

3h early OE the reflexive use of the Dativus Syn^ja-

much
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thetioue was very common (see below t 4.2 and-'of. 
1900: I 110&),'md lailike iodem French and

Sweet 
German it

often appeared without the definite article as in (3:32) 
(but not (3533)) and never appeared with an adnominal
possessive:

(3:32) a. lyde him of healse bring gyldenhe,/
b. »0ause' him from neck collar golden j/ '

^oden &riathydig^ |egne gesealde Beow.2809 
king brave-hearted thane gave

c; (a!he) Brave-hearted king (took) off (from his)
■ th^e golden collar (and) gave (it to the)

t^s. Earle (1892)

(3;33*) a. Ee gemealt him se modsefa 
b. Eot melt Beow. 2628

him the heart
c. (His) courage (did) not melt (in) him

trans'. Earle (1892)

5y the ME period the Bativus Sympatheticus, with but very 
f^wSxceptions 

the face)

-s^

found in set phrases (e.g. He looked him in 
was no longer to be fbmd; its function was 

largely superceded by the use of the adnominal possessive
>

• .

'While this pEOcess was going on, we often find blendings 
of the two constructions, the possessive adjective being 
used together with the dative of a personal pronoun or of 

a noun in the same clause' (Ahlgren; 1946: I. 130). Eor ' 
example, examine (3:34):

(3:34) a. Md right anoon_ij: ran him in his minde
Chaucer, A 1402

b. Hoin^|)rew him over l)e brigge,/ ^at his ribbes 
him to broke.

Horn C. 1076

,!
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As a, oonsequenoe, Modem English appears to have 
structural elements from all

ratained

tages of this- development
To account for or eaplatn the gradual substitution

s !. i

of the
adnominal possessive for the Bativus Sympatheticus andl why-

such a phenomenon only occurred in English goes beyond the r
'■i

scope of our work here and is most likely beyond the de. 
scriptive requisite of any grammar; nevertheless, 
questions are interesting.

3.5.2 The underlying structure of adnominal 
sives of body-part nouns and related clause structures 
let us begin by repeating the paradigm in (3429), 

time ^substituting names in order to avoid the use of sub-

the

■1

posses-

this
! ■

scripts to indicate identity, which hopefully will make 
the reader-'s task easier.

• i

We shall also add. a few clauses;
to (3:35):

(3':35) a Henry S. cut Mary H. on the finger. 
Henry's, out Mary H. on her finger. 
Hrary S. out Mary H's linger. !

d. Henry S. cut the finger of Mary H.
e. Henry S. cut his (own) finger.

f. Henry S. cut his/the finger.
Henry S. cut himself oh the finger.

h. Henry S. cut himself on his finger. 

Henry S?B finger is cut.

■'N

c.

, i

g*
'i; ; '

4-
3. Ihe finger of^^enjy S. is out. 
k. Henry S. is cut on the finger 

Henry S. is out on his finger.
• :

1
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Ihe mderlyang structure for, (3:35a-b) is in(3 ;36 ); 

(3:36) a:

^ Heniy a
nom'x

T

n;I
In

\ •!I I
® be cut ohi I

\
nom
\ !•

!T
■ iI

1
1nom ibcI
iI N NI1 1 I !1I II t

(the) finger- 'he* (of) Ma^ H
I

.'i-

V

ic-
•t

ti!>!!

ir-
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b. V

I
I Mom]

LlooJ
II
(

Heniy S. out \
nom

V
IPopJ

I
I

n I c
II . 1I I

1
be. cut" on

r I
!:^ Mary H. t :

Iher l

c. i

r^i riom_ loo
Ll^.O.-

1
I 1.: ?V I s.II I 1 ✓I I sII \ N.

oAt h:Henry S. the fingesr

inhe verbs which govern clauses containing body-part 
nouns lUcep (3:35a-h) appear toVibe causatives^, althou^ not 
all are as concrete as cut . Similar trerbs like kiss, pinch, 
^ab, etc. may not even have a eorrespondlng nominalizat'icm

5oo]-dojoinated H is

Henry S. Initiates -ihe action (i.e. [erg] ) 
is the iocatipnal source of^e cutting (i:e." mhna.tTa^»:;Wz 
zatlon Cabll); Mary H. is the object of the,action (i;e. 

[nom]) and is the location of the'cut (i.e. subcategoriza-

nor otmcrete effects, however the 
affected;■ k.

and

;

j!

i-
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tion [looj); {Qie suboategorized features iadieate 

the verb is' directional. We have ignored the fact in 
structure that the verb cut is a resultative. eadLstential. 
In Other words, 'Heniy S. causes by the act of cutting a 
cut to result, therefore come into existence.'

that

our

Our anal

ysis of out and similar t:erbs is only incidental to the
relationship of the atoominal possessive to body-part

nouns and may not be in all details accurate, however it 
is unavoidable that we dieeuss such verbs since they 
so intimately ponnected with body parts.

are

lo omtinue,
notice that in (3;52a) Iftrde is glossed as 'osuse' in
(3:32b); dyde was a causative marker in and 
here in a clause containing a body-part 
Anderson (1971: I 7.363) and Fillmore^'' 

the clause (3:35f) in One reading as [erg] wi-tti which I 
agree , , thou^ it is more complicated as we shall see be- 
M Ihus 
(3:35e) is motivated

reflexes 
noim. Furthermore,

have interpreted

the causative predication in such olauees as

- We are proposing a series of three predioaticms 
embedded in one another; the hierarchical ordering of
■ttiese predications (all of which appear in (3:36a)) de

termines the reflexes of (3:35) In some reflexes not• '

all three are required We shall also make use of a sef 
of W-raising rules (i.e. the ‘X-prlnciple' and relativi-

' >- ’zatioh), in (3:36), none of Tshioh are new or ideosynoratio
_ !Ehe. lowest predication in (3:36a) represents the 

relationship of the body-part N, (the) finger ([noml), 
to the body W, Mary H. (Tlool ). The locative semantic
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marker of is placed in brackets in the structure. because

it approximates the body/body, part relationship,and be

cause it like (3:35d), (1 ;27o) and
(1:31 (Ehis/ls necessarily motirated e-ym in English 

clauses and the clausea of ether languages, because there 
is no ambiguity about the relationship of the I&tiTue
Sympatheticus and the body p^t 

iyus Syn^atheticus and the body part»refer to the 
person as in (3:37a);

Ihus in German the Bat-
same

(3:37) a: lie- schuttelte ihr die Etend.
Tom ) hand (at somecm^.'

gie Bohuttelte die Hand./ tghe shook theAer 
(own or someone else's) hand.'

(3:37b) only is ambiguous like the l^glish (3;35f) 
(3:29a and.o).

•She shook her

b,

and

3n (3:36b) the Ms o£ the lowest predication have 
be^ hhown to be raised.

s here (see above 
I 1) under the condition

I presume the 'Z-principle•

2; 3.2 and of. Jindersiin 1972 a, 
that out^is a passive form (the 

agent being in the uppermost predioatiaa) 
four criteria for •X-pr^iple' operation.

'^^te

one of thef

iEhe lower
predication of (3:36b), after U-raisina hast.the structure 
of the reflexes (3:35k-l). In (3:36b) the loc IT is sub- 
jeotivized under the npm .case marker and the nom IT is 

^ looativized. Be is shown absorbed into the upplr 7. At 
this point the optional -tnjpying rule which has been de-
veloped in English and which has been blocked in all 
other Indo-European languages (see above I 3.5.1) 
ates pronominalizing the nom H onto the loc B,

oper-

Ihie
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reflexed adnomlnal possessive reaffirms the relationship 
of the body (l.e. Dativus Sympatheticus) 22to the body part.
■HiTis is more motivation for the lowermost 
(3:36a); finally, in (3:36o) the

predication in

cop ^ (passive/ 
resnltative of Henry s^s act of cutting) are subjoined to 
the uppermost predication and the nom H is subjoined to 

.olp markers are subsequently pruned[looj*
out (of. Jnderson forthcoming a: I 5.3.2). a!he loo case ,

the aShe

is directly adjoined to the upper predicaUon as shown in 
(3:36o). Olhe same rule operated above in (2:7) (of. 
Anderson forthcoming a: I 5.3S2)

again '

Ihie direct adjoining
is b,ecauBe in the passive (i.e. 1^^ was cut

• '

on the
ftoger by Henry ^) the loo H may-ba separated from the 

loc I I’y "I*® verb;
We shall now turn to the underlying struetxires 

derivations of (3;35e-a) In (3:38):
and
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j

(3:38) a. T

I

i?“iloc
i'I

1
IT (I I It II I !

0 Een^ S; out

nom

t

.jJ: !• !

r'. !

1

I !;
il

nom
1 ;:)i
I

0 (the) finger * be*

J:

1

'.i

;■

i

i
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■U

nosi

V
oopj

nom

«

(the) finger

(the) finger
. k.

$
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StTOcture (3:38) in fact imderliee (3i3Sd). 

predication is. collapsed and the loe ie adjoined to the 
nom dominating the V. Ihe nom IT with the ad joined apposi- 
tional loc is then raised as to (3:38b) by the relattoiza- 
tion rule (see above I 2.4).

cop ^ of the now lower predication 
to the nppeimost V as to (3;38o) 
raised once again. !Che nom cases govemtog the V's- 
pruned out to the derivation.
denying structure (3:38a) has two alternatives: (1)

'i:

She lowermost

iChe ^ is absorbed. !Ghe

are subjoined to 
aihe nom H is cyclically 

are

Ihe derivation of the un-

It

after which
i

can proceed as above to the (3:38e) structure, 
the permutation and ppssessive/genitive formation rules 
operate (see above 3.3.1 and Magram III), or (2) the 
proverbal possessive/genitive formation rule (see above 
I 2.4) can operalte first and thto relativization.

iChus,

the nom phrase Mai£ gls ftoger (see (3:35c).) is raised, 

definite article is placed to brackets to
either ease, only reflertog. if;the locative appositidnal 
phrase reflexes. Etoalijr, the loc'is adjoined to the 

because they are not separated to the

. i

nom

passive (i.e. OSie
finger of ^ H. wag.out by Henry S.^igarv ftoger 
out Henry 3. )

was
• .

Clause (3:35e) has the underlying structure 
with the added condition that the

of (3:38) 
Ibf -aomtoateduppermost

K has identity with the lowermost loc H, 
SSSIZ s; would then origin^.

k.
where the name

Such an identity may or 
may not occur for (3:35f), (3:37b) and (3:29a) depending 
on the interpretation. Clauses (3;35g-h) have the struo-

:
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ture (3*36) with Identity between the md lowemost 
loc IT'S. He^< s; originates In the lowermost loo F and 
-self In the nom F of the iimnediately dominating predicai 
tion. Mm- is copied onto -self in English (in Erench 

German ^d OE the Dativue gympatheticus without 
form is sufficient to indicate reflexiveneas-ef 
(3:37a)) and tbe Option^ pronominaliration 

lieh may operate as in (3:35h) forming^ an adnominal 
sessive copy before -the body part 
-seif)

»

a -self
j-> e.g.

rule of Eng.

pos-

(See below I 4.2 on

!Ghe other ambiguity connected with (3:35f) referred 
to above is wether or not the subdect is ergative. If it 
is, Idle underlying structu^^ that-of (3:38) together 
with the identity conditions which 
in the surface structures of (3:35e

are overtly reflexed 
, g and h); if it is 

out, thus
to the nom F of the intermediate 

passive/restiltative predication as_to (3:39); '

not, the ergative higher predication is missed 
the^^bieot is lowered

'k-



nom

nom

;
)

•i'

:

{■;

■r
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\ '■

•ft I nom
LlooJ

IIT
out

nom

nom T loo

I" I

(of) HenijF- S;

II

V
(the) iinger

I
I I I
I I : I

be out

4:» :

o; V.

■ V nom
loo.oop

y! I I iII II H SSlj fingerHeniy S. out ■

In (3:39) origtoates in a higher nomlhatlTe (i.e. non- 

ergative, agent and oause unspeoified) predioation. 
are olaimiug that the verb of (3:35f)'derived fwm this 

underlying struoture is semantioally equivalent to the 
verb in (3;35i-d)• However, the and the passive/re- 
sultative T'do not reflex,''4isoause of 'X-prinoiple

He

i ■,

k-

t oper-
ation. Ihe ’X-prinoiple' is neoesaitated because '*5016 
finger is cut of Henry S.' is ungrammatical ■! ^

Oherefore,- '

they are absorbed into a higher nom predication and despite
. I
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surface form, are semantically equivalent with the reflexed 
passive/resultative verb.

T

i

lEhe optional pronominalization 
rule must operate in this Instance, though the,possessive
may not reflex, otherwise the clause is 'interpreted 
ergative Xi.e. equivalentvto (3:35d or e)). A similar 
structure underlies (3:35f) when an instrument is made 
explicit, e.g. 'Henry S. cut his finger on a knife.» GJhat

is, this clause has the possibilty of a.non-ergative In

terpretation. Other underlying structures in which -fehe

agent or Instrummt is not explicit (i.e. deleted) for 
clauses (5:351-3) and (3:35k-l) are in (3:40) and (3 ;41:), 
respectively:

(3:40)

as

Y
cop.

T
npm 
loe • V

I
I
I
be

nbm

Y ,

- I - ■

I

of Heniy S

I
I
I

• '
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(3:41)

IT 0nom N.Ii
IT I I

be cut oilII t.

nom

V

t t
In(

.00I
I1 Iit I fII I 1^ (the) flugfer •be» (of) Hejy S.L

Ihe structures (3:40) and (3:41) shov7 clearl^sr

cop ^ structures

(3 :36a) and (3 ;38a) , because ^ reflexesE In ^e clauses

Two oonTentimis are also 
are two empty H's In -ttie ■ ’ 

the 'Z-prln-

the mO'
tivation for the Intermediate

the fomer pair, 
made obvious: (1) Where there 

higher predication as in (3:39) and (3:41) 

ciple' operates to raise the lower S'o; and. (2) where 

there is only one empty U as in (3:38)- md (3:40) 
next hi^er predication a relativization

in the
rule raises;.the 

■nom if the possessive formation rule operates first, 
or the nom H with the appositional loc F after which

^permutation and possessive formation optionally 
3h the Clause 'Henry sT^stise cut

occur; 

finger* both rule
conventions apply as in (3:42):



(3:42) a

loc
\

1(of) Heniy s;

■:

k-

H
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b

loc'^ ( nom
I. \
Is have

H-f

nom

S
I

I

•eny S >

m

T
0 Henry S

I

I I

ft a ent fingerhas :

Si (3:42) the verb oiit reflexes in its 

tive function, me of the features which are subjoined 
to the rerb form In the uppermost predioatim

attributive/resulta-

to

of (3:36)
and (3:38). aSe relativizatim rule (e.g. when fu^ 

ir flexed is 'Henry S. has the (a) finger which is out') 
raises the attributivized H^'^^the next higher predica

. Ihere the modified nom H and loc H in (3:42b)tim

go 'I-principle' raising to form (3:42o). 
of iff a cmventim developed here and in (3:36)

under- 
!I!he bracketed 

» (3:39)

>4
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aod (3:41) when the 'X-prlnoiple' operates and ^ cannot 
possibly reflex.' Bracketed of indicates that the-same 
lationship exists between body and body part aa when ^ ; 
reflexes in the sirrface structure.

re-

Where it does reflex
optionally as in (3^:38) and (3:40) it is unbraoketed 
Notice that the have of (3:42) is a non-dative locative,
i.e. body parts are not 'owned' 
of 'availability' as the semantic markdr is of and not

neither is., this the have

with

As we hinted ih I; 1.3.2 on mimore's analysis, :in 
his terms-, a I.(ooative) Initially dominates the D(ative) 
in the jmderlylng: straotxpes of body part clauses , and
then depmding on the surface reflex,- toe various 
stituents ('predioationa
and/or deleted. Our analysis postulates; three underlying

pfedidatieme, (1) ergative, (2) passive < 
fesifiWtive, and (3) nominative-locative.

con-

in our terminology) are reordered

or attributive/
As with Pill-

more 's analysis (3) is usually (nothin (3:39) or (3:42))
embedded in (2), and if there is an ergative super-predi- 
oatitm, both are embedded in (1). When there is an erga

tive predication.and it is marked as Oweflexlv^ (e.g, 
(3:35g-h) and (3:35e)) the lowermost loc:;^ is copied into 

both hi^er predications? if the iippeimost N is noh-rcflexl- 
ive toe lowermost. loo N is only copied (raised) once into
toe immediately domlnatlng^^pMsive/resultative) predica

tion Keee above-(3:36) and (3:38)). Where the clauses ■ 
are non-ergative, i;e. only two predications as in (3:40) 
and (3:41), the reflexed subject is copied (raised) frok
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the lower predicaticm, that ia, it is obligatorily related 
to the body part. ]ii clauses in which (2) is embedded in, 
(3) (see above (3:39) and (3:42)) the subject IT originates

in the loo of the intermediate nominative-lOcative predi

cation and is copied (raised) into the uppermost predica

tion. 3h essence, I cannot say,/that ny analysis) differs 
fmdamentally from fillmpre's (,1968: 5.3); however, I 
have been able to improve oh his analysis, in that I have
related ergative and non-ergative (i.e. nominative) iody- 
part clauses iai a natural way Whereas KLLlmore analyzes 
an ergative clause 'John pinched Mary on the nose' and a
nominative, clause 'Ehe girl's eyes are beautiful* and does 

not relate the underlying structures of-these two clauses, 
I have shown that the latter is. part of the former. Of

course, some locative-nominative body-part clauses
like Fillmore's example cited above, never appear in 
faneCstrueture with ergative

sur-

super-structures, which is 
why Fillmore probably failed to see the structural con

nexion. ly working with clauses like (3:35a) and (3:35i) 
which are structurally identical to;Fillmore's examples,, 
the connexion becomes obvious. Finally, as a resiat of 
relating ergative and non-ergative body-part clauses,

' we have been able to show how (3:35f) can be derived from 

either an ergative structure like (3:38) or a nominative 
structTU?e like (3:39) and ,thus account for its ambiguity

»

we

• '

3.6 Summary and Conclusions

m this chapter we.have investigated the adnominal
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posseesires of relational and body-part noma W tried 'to 
find semantic evidence which might motivate two-" (proverb- 
al/adnominal possessives) and threefold (proverbal/adnom- 

ihalpossessives of relational and body^art nouns) dis

tinctions in mderlylng structures of English reiatable

to reflexed morphophonemie distinctions in the 
forme of various other languages

possessive -

One fault in our argu

ment is that the morphology of possessives in 
to my Imowledge, reflects the

no language 
semantic underlyingstruo- 

toes we have assigned to them. In other words, there is 

Independent morphological motivation for the precision.no

of oun structures, especially with respect to adnomlnal . 
possessives of relational nouns. • ' ■

Our arguments are indirect Ihe internal underly.
ing stmotures we have proposed for possessives in-this 

classes

posses

sive forms and the fact :5that the two adnomlnal foims 
cannot be related to the verbs of possession, 
argument is not circular, but fallacious: 
lational structure or lack of it; that differences 
noun structure is in sOme languages reflected 
sified by the possessive forms does not 
that they themselves have struoture.

chapter and Chapter 2 are implicit in the three
if^nSuns distinguished by the differences in theA
o

OliUB, our 
Houns have re

in

in or clas-
necessarllv imply

'iC- '
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C!HAig?BE IV: BELATED PBOBlEMS Ain) 

4.0 Introduction

coBrciusibBs ,
-u-

3h this chapter we shall examine briefly three diverse
problems in connexion with the possessive forms

!Ehe first 
—the temporal rela-of these problems is to do with tense

tionship between the clausal verbs 
of the possessive forms.' 

which has come to collocate with the
the ^irst two perscms (i.e. a^seM,

*4eiraelf j etc.), and

and the verbal elements
Seccmdly, we ,shall discuss •self:

possessive foriis in

own,, which in English is never
found ,^ept in the^resehce of a possessive (L rarely
a genitive)

to place posSesSives in
a painmatical category. For the purposes of this discus

sion we Shall-be making reference to Bach'S (1968) pro
posal and JSnderson 'a (unpublished Eh.D. thesis-) 
in^^pn^ this proposal concerning a Single-form 
•predicate• or feontentive') mderlylng structure 
three ^Jor oategories—noune, verbs' and ad jectives.

re-exam-

(lie. 

for the

4.1 Possessives and Tense

oaie initial part of our discussion here is coloirped
• somewhat by the: nature of the nouns modified. As we 
stated in i 3.1.1 the relational 

. i, tain a permanent
and body-part nouns main-

or Inalienable (with some exceptions like 
the associational nouns) relafTonship with their original 

an infinity, despite their presenttpossesBor' for 

oumstaaoee „ e.g. death, transplantation.
oir- 

eto. In other.

1 :
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words , many relational and body-part 
i.e. without tense reference

re nouns are generic, 
aShe copula be in the un

derlying structures of adnominal possessives'is generic, 
and therefore so is the relationship between the two

complements (one pronomihalized in the possessive foimi) 
of the inalienable relational noun and the body to the
body part-.
in I 1.2.2) such nouns obligatorily reflex with

In some languages-(of. discussion of Menomini

a 'posses
sor- morpheme, either definite of indefinite, to cc^lete

the generic felationship.

let us begin by.using a clause similar ^o Bach's 
(1968:J01) in(4:i):

(4:1) Before I was bom my. molier worked in a cafeteria.

.My mother ia an inalienable relational noun phrase (i.e.
I be son, of mother), and thus generic. Botioe that 'when

was working* she was not, in fact, 
this may be clarified in the rbresentation (4;2)

•my mother';

(4:2) ♦ my mother-- - - -

worked (woman) . bom I<•

At the tensed level, represented by toe solid lines, 

is one point of reference in time 'being bom' represented 
by the perpendicular, which is preceded by toe iterative

At the generic
ense predication is embedded, 

(represented by the broken line) toe felational noun phrase 

is extended over toe entire period of time in both difectiona.

there

V 'working' represented by the arrow sign, 
level, in which the refereno^t

! :
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ITow we shall briefly consider 

modified by proverbal possessives

a

b.'

' ^ o;

non-relational nouns 
as in (4:3):

-u..

He sold hie house three 
His oar how belongs to John 
We will find

• ' years ago.

our firewood tomorrow morning.

To account for the grannnatieality of the clauses in (4:3), 
we must conclude that the dative locative of the pro- 
verbal possessive is teneeleea 

tionship imposed upon house by the
Thus in (4:3a) the'rela• '

proverbal possessive
extends from the undetermined distant past to-a specific
point in the past-, three sears ^. through the present

one is ex- 
tenselessW The 
present tense, but 

inoeption of belonging 

' now as well as eon-

and beyond !nhus tense reference points (only 
plioit, however) are embedded in the
main verb of ola^e (4:3b) is in the 
because it,is stative it entails 
In^e^st indicated by the adverb

tlnuation into the present. Here, then, a stative'verb 
is embedded into the non-temporal lastly, in (4:3o) 
the tenseless proverbal posaesaive extends over the
period from the time of locution to a point in the fu

ture, tomorrow morning, and beyond..

•ttie embedding of the referraoed tences into 
possessive as follows in (4:4);

We may represent
the proverbal ‘

(4:4) a. ♦ -hlS'

", e-'
y»e
®r

S :

house s^d<■

■ i A.
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b. •his—.

oar
Delongs I.'l

0. «-— our-

X
m.-o_

g firewoodtT.Ti will find

IDhe referentlally tensed sentential Verbsi are embedded in

aproyeibal prediMtion (tenseless), and both refer 
same noun. Mfce (4:2) the solid lines in (4.;4) 
the tense level, while the 
tensed level.

to the
r.

represent

broker^^ lines represent the un- 
Ihcluded in the tense level is a marker of

the time of^.looution (T .1.).

e have mentioned, there is some Independent 
lingnlstio evidence for a representation of (4;3o) auoh 
as (4:'4e) from Maori (of. I 1.2.1) which has reflered

forms that specifically indicate 'unrealized• (before the 
reference marker dot) and 'realized' (after the dot) 
session.

pos-

However, the other two clauses (4:3a-b) appear 
to be characterized by realized possession, followed by *

i- .

something which I loosely term 'a residue of relationship 
or association' after the 
tent of the sententiail verbs Indicate

■>.

t£^ marker and semantic

a contradiction to
Por this notion I can find no independent 

motivation. !Ehuo, ah alternative proposal is that the

COQ<

possession.
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verbal element of the proverbal poseesslreia i^nee 
dexed VTith respect to the sentential Irerb, 
possession derived from the

in.

The verbs of 
common struotiare that under-

Example

of the possessive verb

lies proverbal possessives overtly reflex tense. 
(4:5) illustrates that the tense

in the dependent clause is 
verb in Idle main clause :,

oriented with respect to the

(4:5) a years^ag?^^ belonged to him three

which belongs to him
. yeara ago*

C. *He sold the house which will 
three yeara-ago.

three

belong , to him
' •

oaie relative clause does not indicate -that 

ly acceptable to speak of'his house'
it is: perfect-

though it no longer 
belongs to him, i.e. it does not capture'residue of rela-
tionehip. 
ele:&t-w.

As a: result the proverbal possessive verbal 
ouia have to be characterized by two verb 

cations, a tenseless one above the .matrix clause pred"

pred-

a tensed ona in the proverbal structure 
(embedded in) the matrix clause

bi low
predication. 3n o-fcher

words, the possessive form would be characterized by 
different seumtio structures on either side of the‘tem

poral reference point in (4:4) Such delicacy of se-* '

mantic description as a higher verb predication is prob

ably unwarranted In underlyins,struoture, particularly 
since there are no constraints on grammaticality of pos. 
sessives in any clause resulting from the mair, verb -tense
or* semantic content and since the possessive structure
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is embedded ae a relative iato the matrix clause.''

. 4.2 -Self apdl Om

ConBlder the following paradigm in (4:6);

He lives/is on his 
b. He lives/is by himself. 
c; She gooks on her ovm. 
d. She cooks by herself.

cook your ovm dinne^.
You cook yourself dl^r.

(4:6) a. omx.

: f.

For the iiresent in bur analysis of> (4:6) 
-seif and

we shall treat
om as commonly derived formatives which 

inseparable from the possessive forms to Siglishf despite 
some obvious superficial differences.

are.

Olhe output of toe 
ovm as an unboundmorpho-phbhblogioal component derives 

foim^^Svejand -self as bound. ret om is with but 
little knom exception (of. to. 2, 4) far more de

pendent-and closely associated with the

one

occurrence of a 
possessive foct than *aelf. OMs is evidenced to toe
clauses of (4:7);

(4 :7) a. He has his

b. toe has om money.

She has her om new dress.
if- . . ■

d. ♦She has her nevv owiKdrpss

Om cannot reflex without 
nor can
om? as to (4:7d). -Self.

•OTOi money.

0

a possessive form as to (4;7b)V

and

on toe other hand, though-super-

an adjective interpose between toe possessive

■ .;i



fioially bound to the possesaiTe' forms (in
the.first two

persons, at least), can and does appear unbound and^ 
admits the interposition of

also .

an adjective as in (4:8)
(4:8) a, I have a kind of self that resides with you;

' IC IIIiii155
I am ncr own self again tod^. 

4^ to .this point we. have referred 
as formatives; it is

to OTO and -self
our intention to argue for their 

being nouns modified by adnominal poSsessivee. One bit 
of evidence,'^ioh follows from

now

(4:8b) for treating
as a noun is that althou^ tbe itself forms

-self

ar® formally
consider^ three persons and must be in agreement wi^ the 
subject noun of the clause in which they-appear, 
tivejy all coTild be considered (and I thiT.ir

altema- 
are in fact)

third person 'denoting the -self• v^ioh is mine, yours.
his, etc.', (of. Wood 1956:99). mstoriohliy, 
ive viii^eQsifier -self became regarded

■ttie reflez-
as a noun in ME 

T*en it was modified by the possessive forms in the first' 

two persons, i.e. they became nouns and thus pbssessable
(of.- Brook 1958:128) 3h some dialects of Biglish the
forms hisself and tiieiraelves as well as the mis-spelling
one's self have arisen, 
herself (not possessive.

* — person forms h^eif,
but dative in origin) and them- / 

srfvea, are derived from a blend of dative and 
forms with the unbound self form (of.

Sweet 1900: §.1106) and became the nominal 

form eqid.valent to the latin

accusative 
again Brook 1958:128 

reflexive
and

se or Idle German sich 
opposed to the intensifiers,.Batin ipse and German

,, as
selbst;
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Also, notice the concord of the plural forms 

oiJEselves, jrourselTes, and them/thelraelvpp.
and' -self in

It is true that their were two self forma ^diioh
merged; the other was an adjective by which the reflexive: 
intensifies -self form became associated with the meaning 

and 'selfsame «.■ 
subj ect nom or erg Hffof 

the duality of the .

'same', e.g. 'the selve moment* (Cihaucer) 
!I!he -8^ form is identical to the 
a clause, but simultaneously allows
nom or erg H to occur. -self form can .only ^ t^ 

as the subject-If, but hot be the subject U; thus 
: for instance, I is figuratively divided into 

way of example note (4:9):

9

I and (my)self:

(4:9). a. *I was talking to l/te.

Also, compare Jihe clauses in (4:10) suggested by Erades 
(1956.XiAhlch suggest the exclusive 

two-in-one personal pronoun/-self relationship:

(4:10) a.' He lives alone with hia

completeness: of this

son. -■

b. *He lives by himself with his son

o. *He livea on his'own with his son,
•' ■

She point of the above digressioii was- to desoribe
some of the evidence which allows us to consider -self 
and own nominal forms. How we are in a position/toat*"”^^ 

these forms are semantically aitalogous to other body- 
part nouns. Syntactically, they obligatorily receive a
preposed possessive form copied on to them from a lower 
nominative locative predication (see above I 3.5,. 2)

■l' i:
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•flnd the -self and 

reflex in locative phrases
oaa forms, lifce the other body parts

9

as evidenced by the reflexion
of the locative markers in (4-:6a-d) (For the moment
shall leave (4:6e-fX) 3h the case of -self and 
reflexion of the semantie'marker must

we

ovm, the
be considered meta-

phoripal as opposed to abstract. Ihat is, 
(literally) tUve. bjr oneself/^'one's own* as 
(near) ^ a river or m a boat.

one does not
J one lives; 

fhis is also true of
the comitative with, e.g. 'He 
with his atmtl' ■

•fcxxfe of (4:6a-b) is (4:11):''^ 

(4:11)

must now live with himself/
3!he representation of the derived atruc.

■»

V

I
IT'*

He

ibp
t
I

III I •
"; I . lives) I

j fSSi “■/»is

I am presuming that the semantie markers in ^4i6a-b) 

are-■semantically equivalent’and I am representing these
clauses as having an identical underlying structure in 
(4:11). I presume the morphophonemic rules resolve the
hisAlm variant.

IDhe structures of (4:6o-d) represented in (4:12)
V are likewise identical:
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(4:12) V

erg
i'\I III IT

i
' i .
oooka

I
(by
(on

Fow we shall tuTQ to ola\isea: (4:6e-f) and attempt
Show that the ncm-contrastive reading of (4;6e ) (the ooa- 

trastire reading being •You cook £our dinner* (and nobody 
else'e)) is semantioalljr equivaient 
both are^representable by a. 
structure

to

to (4:6f) and that 
connnon behefactiTe locative

I presume that in : (4:6e-f). the semantic (prepo

sitional) markers have been deleted 
that thess.-imarkers are not oo/^ since 

on your own*, is not a paraphrase of (4:6e) and 'You cook 
dinn^j^ourself * is not a paraphrase of (4:6f ). 
ever,

before reflexing and
'You cook dinner

How-

we hold that (4:13) is e^uivalrat to (4:Sf); 

(4:13) You cook dinner for yourself.

Further, we maintain that (4:6e) is also a benefaotive 
never reflexed.locative, althou^ the semantic marker is 

Op in this reading ie no mere intensifier, which is in. 
serted by a transformational rule late in the derivation,
^If this were so, your would have to be derived 
verbal possessive, since dinap-is 

Your in (4:6e) is an adnominal possessive which

as a pro- 

a non-relational noun 
modifies 

we substitute

• '

op and not dinner. Notice the result when 
another possessive for your in (4:14);



(4:14) ♦You cook h±@ om dinner.

Yet if _gm does not appear, (4:14) is 
as in (4}:15):

(4:15) You. cook his dinner. ’

perfectly grammatical

Next, notice that if (4:15) is Interpreted 
- clause, it must reflex

as a benefaotire 
as (4:16a). rather than (4:14),

cannot reflex ahal-whereas the already benefactive (4:6e)

ogously as (4:16b):

(4:16) You cook dinner for him 
*irbu^ cook dinner for youj^.

(If, in (4:16b) you is not identical

a. • .

b.

the-clause would bef

acoeptable.)

a final bit Of evidence for the benefactlve f^ 
^terpretaticb., in OE a dative and toe o^equivalent 
self 'fpMxXtoou^ self/selfa i 

added reflexively to the nominative '

was optional) were often 
without materially

changing meaning' as in he ondred him (self) bon 
'he was afraid of toe man', li-terally 'feared for himself' 

(of. Sweet 1900; I 1106).

e

3!hus, toe common structure for (4:6e-f)

7.- ■

is (4:17):
(4:17)

V eIS ben boo nom .
I N I•I ■ NI I I

[I I \ ■i.
fI I\ V.

i Yiu
I I If"’)odok . -self Iyour ■ dinnerown
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let U8 redraw stracture (4:12) as- (4:18), -tWs ttae 
Inoluddrg a nom order to discuss what

seem to he a . 
rather large number of constra^ts associated with such

.structures: ^ '

(4:18)

Ie: nom^ , .

' ir::I!/
I• I ✓

II I I

M siie cooks i dinner -selfheron own

First, with respect to ordering 

- efaotive locative marker refleies (optional 
by the brackets) the locative and nominative nodes are: 
obligatorily permuted (of. (4:13)) 
locative marker does not reflex

in (4:17) when the ben- 

as indicated

f

When the benefaotive
, the -self form may pre- 

eede^^oi^^^bw the nom W, whereas t^^ ojm foim obligator

ily precedes -Bie nom N, la (4:18) the loo node; obliga- ’ 
torily follows the nom node and the loo markers are o-
bligatorily reflexed. 5y not reflexlng the a 
change in meaning results and thus 
from (4:18) to (4:17).

a change in structure
Finally, if a nom ia not included

iu the structure (cf. (4:12))vthe subject erg ia suboate-
gorized [locJ when the

semantic markers bj/gn do not re

flex. Similarly, the [loo] feature must be suboategorized 
on to the subject erg In (4:17)^en the for and nom Bf do 

Otherwise, if left unsuboategorizod, the react reflex.

flexive structure (of..Anderson 1971:(xliv f)) results

and the interpretation 'You cook yourself (i.e. you cook 
you). . .
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4.3 I’ossesBiTes and (Jra^^^atioai'Oat.egOTy 

. Up to this point we have dietingulshed between^two

forms of posaeasives determtoed by their relationship t 
the noun that they modify-^roverbal

o

and adnomtoal pos-
sessives. The latter 

' relational nouns andhody parts.

used to refer to the two possessive forms, particularly
to the case of the proverbal posseesives, to descriptive
of structural composition, rather thmi

^odify two sub-olasses of nouns.

Hie terminology we have

grammatical cate
gory.

4.3.1 Proverbal possessives. 
toderson (impubltehed Ph.P. thesis: 118.1-8.3)

to his latest work
has taken

up Bach's proposal (1968: I' 1) that the t&ee major cate

gories, verbs, noims, and adjectives, are derived from
stogie underlying predicate structurea to which one or

two disttoot features determine the 
ieatexto^ontentive'. 
three categories

category of the pred-
to Anderson's formulation, all 

■Barked [ v|(i.e. Oprea] ), 
ttootions being made between the three positive/negative 
coniblnations of the features f substantivej 
thus the feature .ooB5)lexeB for nouns, verbs and

are the dis-

and [stative] .

adjectives.

respectively, are as to (4:19): 9-'

(4:19) +pred b.a. +pred
-subst

c +pred
-subst■fsubst

■■ x-

,+stat —stat +stat

to terms of this proposal, proverbal possessives 
still appear to be a reduced sententiai form, which is



derivations ior predicative clauses 

a soldier* (e.g.
V T T \

.•teubstj L-substl L+substJi't is_ composed 
(two) substantive and non4ubstantive predicates, 

fact, the. structures

very similar to the 

like Anderson's 'Ihe president is ■u .

of

hi

nearly Identioai. 
atruotures of the clauses 'The president is

Compare the 
a soldier* ■

and 'Ihe oar is-mine' in C4: 204-b ) : :

i. ■

»
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(4:20)
■ T,.

-subst

I (dat) loc 
I '

nom ; : I

iIStl

(r->-atain r I
nom

If

nom
! ^ ■ I

»

V
-subst I

; Ibo
I

I ,n I
: I '

I
I

I- 'I'"I,
.V

•feubst I
I

I I

nom I^ I :: I II
)

! II ■ I
II I I

'be* 'existence "possession' is to me 
president 'be' 'existenc§2^ soldier be 'existence'

a.
\

b.

3!he; circled IT's represent 
(4:20a) does; not reflex 'OSbe

oo-referentiality. Structure

car is possession', but 'Ihe 
car is mine', that is the pronominal element is absorbed
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into 'possession' and reflexes 

Oaie dative loeative marker to indicates 

sessive relation^ip, which in this 
and is also absorbed into mine

as mine (see below I 4^4) 

the type of poe-
case is 'ownership'

I presume likewise that
f

'existence' is absorbed into presiden-fc and soldier in
(4:20b) since tiiey do not reflex. Mine, unlike soldier.'

is^not a substantive, and not. ; a full predicate (i.e
adjective) as Anderson suggests in the non-atteibutive

.an

position (see above (2:22)), hence the feature Q-tstat]

in brackets (not part of the [+3^ Jj for. 'possession: 

After subjunction, piling and other operations described
f•'

and motivated by Anderson, (unpublished Hi.D. thesis; 1805} 

■ttie,structures are reduced tio (4;21) and (4;22:) from 
(4:20a-b), respectively:

(4:21) A;;■■■,.■

-subst

^tat ' 
[dat^looI

T
L+SUbstJ

/ N
I

1'
I\/ r\ ithe car• is mine;-

(4:22) / , Y ,
-subst

.4subst
I ,V /I - \/+subst I /- I ■I/ \Ithe: president is a soldier

j
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f Such structures as (4:21), I'would like td 

are further reducible to 
. butive position) without

ar^e,

an adjectival foim (i.e. attri-
reoourse to relative formation 

and reduction rules. Motivation for such a
proposal

depends on ^diether adjectives are predicate primes, (as 
inderson and Bach suggest) like nouns and verbs, or 
secondarily derived from a i 'noun/verb predicative phrase 

predicate. Ncai-attributive
of an B-dbminated substantive 
adjectives are devoid of the 
dmmtoated by a verbal predicate.

verb^ element, but are

Ohe non-attributive
adjective is a non-substantive ac 
which nouns, can enter

and non-verbal state into
or be entered.

Ihe attributive adjective only is a predicate prime;
Oaie attributive adjective is: formed by a conflation of 
the features.(the co^^^ 
tbe oasp^he proverbal possessives a [^dat loc]
ture. irow returning to structure (4:21) after attribu- ■ ’ 
tive adjective formation (or T conflation), 
fural representation will be

> and in
fea-

the struc-
somethlng like (4:23a) and

after permutaticn (in Siglish) (4;23b): !

(4:23) a.
V V ■ ■ 

-eubst 
+stat 

loc

I ■■■ ■ K.

5

y
L+su^stJ 

(the)rear I
W
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b Y
-subst
+|tat
.+(iat l£oj : 

I

Y
+subst

II
Ilajr oar

Such a proposal Is not new with me. Adjectives 
have long been considered (a sub-categoiy of) verbsKef
lyons 1968: i 7.6.4). -When they reflex as predicative9

phrases (e.g. g^ is beautiful.) the verbal predi

cate reflexes separately and distinctly. Andwe:ha.e

•argued that the verbal predicate is vexy much a.part of 
the underlying-Structures of proverbal possessives.
Boss.' Cl.§e§^s also put forth 
are derived from noun phrases

a proposal that adjectives
which Include a verbal 

support of his claim he has adduced six 
arguments, though not all

' element.

equally oonvinolng.

■to alternative4.3.2 Atoominal possessives
pro.^

of adnominal posses- 
nouns in the Bachian framework is

posal for the underlying structure 
sives of relational 
also possible.5

to this .ana^sis ■ 
emed underlying structure, 
both cong)lements of the

■ if-
we preser^he nominative gov-

but instead of including 
relational set In the underlying 

- the non-reflexed
pronoun, the complementary relational

structure with conflation-of
one and

the personal
structure
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is captured by the

for 'ay son' and 
respectively;

of these nouns
use of case markihga.

Ooaipare the structures
•riy father' in

(4:24) and (4:25), ri

(4:24)

,1,

ubst

: IT

+subst

abl
non

f1 f I\ f
i Ione fath^:-^ I

I

®ie ablative case concretely represeuts the 
~ father and

(geni
tive) relationehip between

ally between
r or more 

^ (4:24) the ^
generw

parent and child.
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1} la (4:25) 
Oise semantic marker'of 
structures represent- 
tional pair. (4:26)

1 (am) 'fron/of' 

the ablative is in 
an asymmetrical

3!he pre^.-

doubt. aiiese 
oomplementaiy rela 

1 identity
(m) htgb^^(gj)

represents the structural
of a symmetrical relational pair like
^ or (SE) brothe£^(3£) sister: 

(4:26) a.

+subst

nom

I

one" i
huaband I

b.
I

. J. .
n)

ni
locWJ«■

- 'IT -I
■:I

II
Ione wife : 1 ■ I
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®ie reflex of (4;26a) is something like husband 'of» t ^

a th.t

(4:24) 

that

9

the attributi-ve
relatireljr (e.g. ihe car ^i^

conflated. predioatiTe

adjective is-not derived
J“ine), but from a no h is

non-attributive

Phrase structuire 
a non 

a locative 

or the relative 
underlying siruc-ture 
ative feature

composed of a verbal predicate dominating 
possessives, then, are: 

since by either this

■predicate, stative. Proverbal

subcategory of adjectives
t

analysis, they derived from similar
adjectives but have-an

are

s as
‘ added loc-

4.4 Concluding Bemarks
^ .

In̂ tjr^mnnary and Conclusions for
Chapter 5 (seeabove i 3.6) we suggested -ttiat 

^ oioTisly argued in that
our propo^s were falla-'

we adduced structure to the pos- 
nouh classified.

sessive as classifier, 
Such a

rather than to the
counter-argument is 

i:ept in mind that
tenable; however. it must be 

possessives are more thpn classifiers, 
pronominal elements,2!hey,also, reflex 

deictic function.
w^ch perform a ' 

of pos- 
3h terms of

as for :exai®ie 
possessive particles (classifia^a^ 

a and 0. combine freely m the surface . '

" P—iv... M.0, I

t

a& well as 
aeasive relationship between

indicating a type 
two nouns.

structure this is lindependently moti;kted.
In Maori where the two
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have to point out that in English and other Ihdo 
languages those lexemes which teimed

morphologically similar to pronouns in the 
structure.

o-European

’possessiyes'
are

surface

We h^e formalized these two elements® ih 
lying structure for possessiyes 
of possession 
ship within a 
-and 
to

an under- 
3h a word the grammar

distinguishes tjp of possessive relation- 

She oases

es

oommeai ■undesrlying struottzre. t

corresponding semantic markers (e 
benefaotive loeative/foh

g. dative locative/
(acm-dative) locative/with.

all of which reflex In

f

ot, ablative/ofj etc.)
form in at leW

; some ■

language (usually other^thanone
Eagliah),

possessive relationship between thedis-Wngulsh types of

(pronominal -element)person
and the noun modified

a.. of roi.«„aap
a., o«.or the ^

ouooltloa by .... ^ «dorlylng ..r„otoe

corresponding possessive reflexes'in languages
in which they occur. In the

I

and the

oase- of the proverbal pos- 

- made between
sessives and W a further distinction is

ownership, (dative) andWlability- (n^-dative). >s

this work, there is^heldhas been evident throughout 
be a to

common underlying possessive
relational structure

. differing only in case and semantic markers,
and it is

the eommonality of theL '“derlylng structures which may 
well account for the neutralized surface structure forms
found particularly in fiiglish. 

1 do not claim that the
underlying structures I
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hare formulated 

relationships of that
represent all the types of possessive

_4i"

I have chosenthe semantic markers
are necessarily most appropriate for
sive relationship they

tlie type of posses-
represent. lEhis work is by- 

means exhaustive. However/

/toe proposed her

no

underlying struc-
appears to be well-motivated by the '

tjp.. of P0.....1.0 

Slight alterations of semantic
markers, perhaps more'

. easily motivated than those 
tions of other possessive 

in other languages which

I have suggested, and addi- 
relationship types reflexed

over-looked would 
our proposed structure.

* may have been
seem easily dhtegratable into

. . P'

•V ■' •

\.
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- Horn

^ Chapter 1
(,965= f 5). we l»rS, wet «.. :

for « jeall^ B.e ab.tr.e, (i...
fo™.!) .eweflo mivere.1,, .that 1,, ■poaa.,ai„. i, 
twMtad a. . apailal (Wrt ril.ttoehip

*l=h attChda fat bar„d

Objaota, thoagh thta la raiy t„

aicm. .
otir discns-

2. Of. lyons fl96B; I 8.
4.5) and Mdereon (1971 I 7.36^

3. A' clause
governed bjr an ergative verb and iontainlng

a body-part noun is one like »l-broke ipy/liis leg ' ;
governed by the eopzjla is »%/

"“‘“•“ ('5”= « 7-3S3) propaaaa 
ara daMtable

a simil^ clause type 
■ His leg^sjjroken

that these clauses 
lying structure when 

preted as non-ergative.

•3r5.2 and
mimore's treatment in J l.3.2.

'■ 2-“' ““ » ■'•3).andlwoh. (,365,

the:former is semantically inter- 

See our formalization of this
proposal In

see also our discussion of

5 See fh. 6, Ch. 3 and the 
therein.

reference to Miohael (1970)

6. Pillmore (1968: I 5) 

hensive view of the
erpresses a somewhat more compre- 
tem -relational!: 'Every language,
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one. can be sure, has 
that are

nouns which express
Inhermtly relational.

oonoepts 
Eran^les' of inher-

and face. ■One doesn't speak of
a side, but a side

someone she is a
is somebody's dau^ter;

of something; one doesn't say of 
daughter, only that she.

and
although it is possible to 
face, the word is 

•his face' or 'your face

apeak of hartng seen a^

referring to 
She relaWon- 

i the linguistic 
names of body parts and names of

typically used wh^

' or -ttie like.
al nouns most frequently discussed ’ 
literattire* are
kinsmen.»

1 hare elected to take a 
'relational'

part is
a speSlfi^eraon.

narrower view of the term

only relational In 

associated with 
and terms; of

are coD^le 
a epeclfio person.

♦ Body parts are

related or
Kinship terms

oietal association (e.g.iawyex/clientT
mentary, the 
Bor example.

Bill's^ father^ is) John^.
J^hn's^ son^ is Biii^.

Body-part nouns do not 
thus cannot be considered 

See also KLllmore (1969:59ff.) and

7. A full description of localist-oriented 

is to be found in Anderson 
thesis).

ao-

oomplement being

behave in any like manner, 

nouns.fully^ational

Sonthworth (J967)

0086 grainniai'

nnpubllshed Ph.D(1971 and
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oomlas,a, b, and a aid

i8 • See pai^^leularly ^derson (forth 
1972b);

Ctaee again see toderson (1971: I 
5.3.2)..,

7.366 and forthcoming
a:

10* oaie exact marker of possession iis sourarhat difficult 

semantic ‘ 
con- 

l^emder*.
A clause like Anderson'S tliv

^ . ft It .

• '* -i... r.p„.„-V
tation by a dative locative

to isolate; it 
ft,

Mgrartlm. ftlj- 'po««e,siTe oiau,„ a,„

inay be the dative locative

lying structure (1:1)

construction because of 
'in it• (forthe reduplicated phrase

.more detail,
a clause cannot be

""®^®^3.2'and 2.3.3); such 
deriWd^^

or a., r.11.* is «sr«..atl.il , ^ ,

Similar non-dative loo- 
oontain verbs like know

Other clauses derived from a
ative underlying structure
and contain. In a notional

sense these verbs may be 
a possessive relationi^ip.associated with 

Itmo^ is sometimes

•

Ilie verb
indirectly (i.e. its nomlnalization)

22ssesg/We in a clauseassociated with the verbs

'Dingwall possessesAas grkt knowledg 
tish insect life.' And the verb

like

e of Soot- 
Sffltaln from the’ 

considered a 
the two arguments (i.e.

point of view of possession could be 
Mgh3y specialized reflex when
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Ihe Btnioture Itself.nom and loo) are Inanimate
. that is, the nominatiTe-locatlTe 

underlies all clauses 
the broadest possible

3 underlying structure,
possessive relationship inof

sense Wittiin the structure
the type Of possessive relationship ia

• changes in the locative ' 
vs. dative locative) and

specified by 
case markers (i.ei locative
corresponding semantic

»narkers (i.e. with 
dlcatlng, for

2?. etc. vs. to) thus in 
’availability 

, 'ownership*, etc.

example, I' a body/body 
511US, the

f
part relationship- 
marker of ^

poeesslbn (i.e. * 
interchangeably to

ative relationship and both

generalized ’possessive

•OTOtinK,

ture Indicates that 
tionship.

ownership ■the- two terms 
refer to the dative

are used
loo-

^e distinct from the

relationship*) is the

Jo.
tod the struc- 

possessive rela-possession is a

11. mimore (1968: I 5.2) 
distinctions

suggests that *Where

pee. to to p..., ^

1=01 leatur.. of, th. 1,.. tho..^,:.^., ^ ^ ^

ezp.ai.nt prop.,.! ovoia o„,pUo.P^, ^
any more than is siammar

Pillmore leaves -the

further

neoeesaiy, however in 
impression that there

SO doingj

^s not a
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respect

folly distinct possessive relationship with 
to these two (sub-) classes of nouns

12. See ^g^ioPiUonore (1968:49). inderson (19711 Si 1

, 7*363) and also Hh-fmn,^n

13. See langacker (1968).

14. See ihlgren (1946: IS 6 
i 5.1.1) and references therein

See Elmquist .(1940).

^16; See Krupia (1964)

17. See Kachru (1970) and references therein

18.

4
(1968).

“Id 27), Fillmore (1968:

to Havers (1911)
15.

See Ahlgren (1946:S 116) quoted in I 3.2.1
McIntosh,.iQ conference, 
the^il^^ the possessives

Prof. .

.expressed his reticence at 
iii eollocation with body 
obligatory to do so.in ' 

use the definite article be- 
though not perhaps in all

• '

parts. Althou^ it is not 
aiglish, some speakers 

fore body-part nouns ^ 
nations;

sit-

19. See again Erupa (1964)
and also Hockett (1958:187).

21 Manning (1864: S II, 1), 
^allusians to picture 
In English as follows: ' 
fclng" would point to the 
which would xxsualljr be taken 
raitxu?e of the

In one of the earliest

nouns, remarks on the problem ; 
Again, "a picture of the 
existence of 

to be that of
sovereign's person, whether it

some relation 
a port-

was
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not} whereas to 

and vague preposi-

a, restricted to

possessed hy the Monarch hlinself or 
"pictiw Of a

the fctag.a-: the loose
ticmal genitive, is, fey the added 
specific .possessory

a
meaning; and

even the idea of its being
usage might exclude

a portrait of the royalperson.'

22. S.e Blsg, 0969, If MS ,8.3„ OT1 =473). 

93. .U.0, 14 1. .ot obllsaloir ii..

24. Cpdrington's (1885:128-9) descriptive teimtoology;

25. ‘ittlscussions of inalienable
possession almost always

grammatical olassifica-
oontai^sts^jf nouns Ahose 
tion 'ih-W-opposite of what

one would nationally 

■And'yet the 
not be allowed to

eajeot' (Pillmore 1968: i 
bitrartoess of langiwge shoiad. 
obscure grammatical

5.1.4). ar-

distinctions which have a rel-
atively high correlation With semantic facts.

Such
a discrepancy between notional expectation and

is veiy prevalent 
Of. Gleason's (1961

grammatical classification also
In the category of gender. 
227) remarks

:
on the subject.

26. Ihe appositional 
relational nouns 
(and not pronoims)

construction only operates
as head nouns and

with

personal nouns 
noms ('objects of theas

prepo-
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sition' ±n traditional parlance) as 

only exception is this oonstruotion with picture 
the picture of me

in (1:16d). Sie

nouns;

the picture of John

: 27. Por example, see Prei ( 1939) and Kand-slnga '

V 1196-^1205

N
28. A-plaoement (i.e, replaces the I)(atiTe) marker) is a"^ 

result of the operation of the morphpphctnemic rule® . 
in langacker's interpretation of Pillmore'e (1S66) 
proposals, whereas in Anderson's (1971) localist

theoiy the semantic specifier (e.g. foir dat lop 
for loc iu, Mong, etc for abl from, of, etc;) 
dominated hy a case marker is found in the 

structure and may superficially reflex

• f

mder- .

29. OSie genitive is derived from an underlying dative . 
locative structure, hut not every dative locative 

structure reflexes a possessive or genitive form. 
Ohat is to say not every dative locative case

marker is found in a possessive relational struo- 

.. ture, i.e. the nominative-lpcafive structure. She

dative locative is also found in structures vrtiich 
V underlie clauses like 'I gave the book to him.'

30. A legend to Pillmore's node markers is 
K a Kasus (case marker)
P = proposition

as follows;
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H = locative

-u''
7 = verb 

■ d = .determiaer
D = dative

31. See Wise (1921s503-5) for a discussion of a similar
construction in English ^sMch he termed the »dia-
dunctive possessive’ (e.g.thj)breath of her).

32. 3!he reverse may well be the case? hcmever, we leave 

it for the moment for argument’s sake.

^ 33i Jaofcendoff*(1969) attempts to formally relate

preposed and post-posed possessive reflexes
Postal (1971) stjidies the anaphoric co-referentiri 

qualities of the pronominal element of posaessivee.

various
and

'-A''
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1. Sor the moment I shall follow Fillmore (1968) in his 

use of this teim, though his use of the term is.Inad-
; equate and even misleading. We shall refine the def

inition of the term in I 3.0. He is, however, among 
the first post-Syntactic Structures linguista to

recognize the necessity of formalizing the; alienable/
inalienable distinction, althou^ there have; been 
passing references to it earlier (of. I^yons 1963;72 ‘

fh. 1; Halliday. 19g7j24-5; and Bendix 196S!4-5 
i 3). Fillmore's

and :

termlnolo^ follows Ie'vry-BruhH9l6_
note: thin- is incorrect reference in Bach and torms 
(1968); Bally 1926; Erei 1939;-Ginneken 1939;

1959; and langacker 1968
Bosen

• .

2. mirnore (1969:59) asserts that some'nouns; [inalimables] 
thems^i^v^expreas relatianship' and since have is 
lational verb (Fillmore's ^terpretation of Bendix 
(1966)), it therefore does not enter Into 

structures; these are adnominal structures

lyons (1968: I 8.4.4) advances historical 

tic motivation for this statement.

(1968: I 8.4.5) quoted in paht in I

4. At this point 'alienable' and 'inalienable' begin 

to take on the senses of 'noiP=rClational' and 're

lational', respectively, as defined in f 1.0.2. 
for similsr definitions in the relational/non-rela

tional sense of. Anderson (1968:311-3); Kruislnga

re-.

inalienable

• ■

3.
and syntac. 

Of. alsovlyons
2.5i1.

Also,

s
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1196-1205); and•nonns of possession' (1951: II, 2 li 

Elmauist (1940:95, fH. 3 and 98-9).

5. Of. Eillmore's (1968:66) examples:
148. I hare a dog.
149. my dog 

I have a head.
151. my head

150,

I

6. ppseesslon; appears to be regarded as 'inalienable' , 
though 'possessions' are not' (Anderson

• • •

1971:114)

'Sow po^ession cannot 'stand on its om'; it exists 
only with reference to possessor' (Hirtle 1970:27)a;

7. Acceptability -±n our work refers to the probability 
of whether or not the native speaker wo\d.d actually

utte^^guch a clause. It is granted that acceptabililgr 

in this sense is very subjective 
iPality. refers to the possibility of*whe-aier

on my part, eramma-h.

the

clause can be said at all. ■

B. Many languages do not have a have alternative (i.e 
a subjectivized locative) 3h a number of 2hdo-EU' 
ropean languages like the French in (1:5) f posses*-
sive and dative ^ are syntactically and 
Indistinguishable. Olie a

semantically
if.

uj?i^ce structure and! the 

Eor example,underlying structure aa-e identical.
Asher (1968: §2) glosses the 

Malayalam with the semantically marked-(iid.
surface struotiu-e of

'ownership')
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dative locative ecmstruotlpn:

oru vll-jis un-Jia 
hlm/to one house Is

'He has a house.'

But he translates with the
Hare, not with the possessive ^

.. ' hl».- ^ ^

^
avana

semantically Indifferent

e.g. 'Olhe house Is '

S. However, UsTons (1968: t 8.4.5) reports: 'Kany l^guages 
distinguish, betwean an 'erdluaiy' or 'general ' posses- . 
slve and a 'possessive of availability' In this-way; 
Cthe lat-^i^is frequently locative, to terms of case 

or preposition used.' His examples are- from, iDurklsh
aa follows:

mab-irn var^ (ibook-my* + "existent' ) ' 
»l havef(omi) a (my) book. '

Ben-de kitap" var ('me-looatlve •
+ 'book' + 'existent')

'I have a book wlth/(Hi me.'

I will present arguments in English to support a dis

tinction between the datlve/posseeslve have and the 
non-dative locative ^ to 11 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

10. Most English clauses with 
to have the order 

table', 'lEhe oat sat under the 
■ formations

nom and loc arguments tend ■

nom-V-loo, e.g. 'Ihe book Is on the 
Stylistic trans-oar.

can account for t]^ reverse 
table Is the book.' Except!^

» e.gi .'On the 
are to be found with

such verbs as contain and know, 
upper locative predication.

which also have an
1

Cf. § 1.1.1
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semantic distinctions are11. It appears to me tHat these

presumably not determined by case markings. Localist 
theoiy would seem to ha^e to employ features 
able to Ghpmsky

oompar-
(1965: I 2.3.4) 'selection restric-'s:"

tions' to make these semantic distinctions. ,

12.- !Che absorption or incorporation of the lopatire maiker

into.the verb when the locative is
not only'occur with the dative locative 

verbs of the subjeotivized locative

subjectivized dne® 
9. Often Idle 

are: identioar to 
nnlike hate/those of the reflexed locative marker, 

dative locative be For example,
^e.apples are (oontalhed) in the 
Ihe box contains the apples”

• '

box.

ae play was liked W
Ihe audience, liked thi

; the audience, 
e play.

In somA:indt

possess passivizes easily;

possessed by evil spirits.
J®® POBsessed/obsessed with/by

13.
ed environments, l.e. when causative

f

a desire for

d. KsSe'^Jr ?evlnirJo£esSt/obs^^ Hamlet. 

Ihe active clauses (c and d)^ teem somewhat 
if not unacceptable.

unnatural, 
Possess in this context would

seem to have an underlying structure like 
Hgt/recelve (of. tnderson IStT?^

that of 

in any case 
a different lex-

9.26),

this possess is ergative and perhaps 
ical item frog^he possess of inanimate objects.
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14. Allen (1964: 342)-notes In Georgian In

tense the direct and Indirect objects are both in the ' 
■ 'dative case, however, the direct object is referred 

to as the •dative-aocueative' (Tschonkeli).

The benefactive for is

the presenti

15
a possessive marker, but does ’ 

, not reflex since it is only fomd in the underlying 
structures of unactualized possession. It is not
derived like with or on in (2;13a-b-), but is dis.
tlnguiehed from these locative markers, 
like the dative, to, is directional

because it t

thus having. pos'
Of. I 1.2.1 on Maori.sessive Qualities

16. Allen (1964:342) states; 'With transitive verbs.the 
indirect object can hardly be said to indicate a

state of possession 5 but it does In most cases Indi- 
cate,^:£^^proceBS of 

of 'coming into possession.' 

in Abaza, Kabardian, and Ubykh there

Ireceiving' or 'acquisition' i;e.

It may be recalled that
"v

are identical

9

modes of espressicn for possession and the:!.indireot 
object.' Ijrons (1968; i 8.4.7) notes that acquisi

tion (dynamic, past tense) is to possession (static, 

present taise) as locomotion is to location Compare 
to

of possession in Greekiand Latin,

the mo:iT)hological shape of theadafive (receiver) 
'that of the dative
respectively;

the book (nom) to him (dat) is
efTi'v •a.
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the book (acc) to him (dat) [ll (nom) give

: ^ ei". b. Hber
book (nom) to him (dat) isest

Iiibrum ei
book (aec) to him (dat) [q(nom) 

17’. I shall ignore Anderson

giTe

s (1971s i 11,311) subsequ^t 

purposes the
■proposal.

I

proposal of nom/eff , since for our
point can be made by the earlier

18. ^ and have different Implication^lm

unwillingness to give on thfe
. Also, both abl ^d loo
as erg for the if l only.

Erg placement is- the distinguishing fabtor” 

two (but here nombined) structures.

lo q^ot^i - 

Of possession is 
act of acquisition

terms of willingness^pr 
part of thi n in the abl.

should be suboategorized

in the

19.
ag^ from Hirtle (1970:25) ;

seen as the outcome of. some
'... the notion

previous

In other words, because of its
veiy nature the notion of possession is seen as an 

16, Gh. 2.aftermath, as a result.' Also of. &.
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See for instance Elmquiet (1940:104-5) and Bosen 

. (I959:268ff.).

2. BilWe (1968: f 5.4 and 1969:59) defers to
such

friend.nouns as comer (of), edge (of), (of),

nei^hbM, and countema-rt as 'relational nouns', 
while reserving the term inalienable < for kinship 
terms and body parts. t.

Olewly, kinship terms » Par- 
I have 

used to facilitate"

ticularly, are relational and inalienable, 
merely redefined the terms he
our analyqis.

3. Body-part nouns are not strictly relational in the

sense of converae complementarity (of.:fh. 6, Gh.r),
but each is inalienably identified with a particular 

' persm^^^o note the distinction: >between detach- 
ability and inalienability, that is, detachable
body parts (e.'g. hair, fingernails, etc.) are ina

lienably (permanently) associated withh one particular
person as discussed in 3.1.1. ,

4. Bor example, said of sons and daughters about to be ’

; married..;

. 5.-.. O^imlnology introduced by Peirce (1931; 194Q)’ 
aented in

•pre

class leoturesi by (15/10/70). Dis

eases, like body parts, are not relational nouns 
and only exist in association with some person.
Diseases, birth plaoes, birth dates, names, eto. are
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a sub-class of body^part nouns, body attributes.

6 Shis terminology is standard in Ahlgren (1946) 
be noticed to-;the qubtations'of Ms to 11 
3.5.1. Also of. Mohael (1970;353-41).

as will
3.2.1 and

7 Kruisinga and Erades (1950: t 287) and Erases (1952: 
189) refer, respectively. to the preposed possessive
as the ’attributive- genitive pronoun' and the 'attri

butive defining genitive. •

8, Of. lyons 41968: ii:^4.2 and 10.4.2) to the distlnc-^^^^^^

tion between 'cognitive' and 'emotive' meaning, 
nitively, the definite article and 
sive are synonymous? neither is synonymous with the ■

Cog.

posses-

proverbal possessive. Olhus 'the wife' 
but '''thfSall'^'my

= 'my wife',
Ohe morphological identity

of the -two possessive forms 
is, in fact, non-existent.

suggests a-synonymy, wMoh

9. Although father does not i-fcself 
definite article,

collocate with the
a number of oolloquiM expressions 

equivalent to father do collocate with bo-fch the def

inite article and the adnomtoal possessive, for ex- 
aii«)le, 'the/my old man. ’ 

satlon, has also suggested
Erof. McIntosh, to conver-
a ntmeer of speakers refer

to body parts with the definite article instead of
the adnominal posseesive in some clause types such
as^ 'She leg is acting up again this morning
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10. Of. Sweet (1891; I 210?)

11. 1 presume that this is non-dative looatire 
sesslve have.

, non-pos-

12. For the dlstinctionribetween equative^ and Classify.
Ing be see lyons (1968: I 8.4.2) and,inderson (1971: 
i 11.62 and forthcoming a; i 4.2)

13. Most traditional grammars discuss the 
these terms

•of-adjunct' in '

Of. particularly Breejen (1937) and 
also Scbeurwe^s (1959: ii 117 and 192). 
terminology used in the past to describe

Other such
the of in a

possessive/genltive sense is as follows: 'pleonastic
genitive' (Sweet 1891: i 2100; foutsma 1916: §
•double genitive' (Ourme 1935; t

33);

27,4,A,b); 'apposl
ti 'itive' (Jespersen 1928: ii III, 15-23); and .
'post-genitive* and 
singa 1932; i 841-9; Zandvoqrt 1950: ii

'post-posseseive-(prQnoun)' (Kful-

399-400).

With the exception of the Hebrew, most of the infor

mation in this section is 
•245-57);

14

a reBtatem.ent of Ewen (1931;

15 Ihis term has been borrowed from Jespersen (of.

Oh. 3 and see also Hatcher-T9^:4-6), but redefined, 
normally the appositional phrase is 
as in Jespersen's own example 'the 
Whereas appositional subordinate

fh. 13,

a subordinate nom 
city of Home' 

noms cannot be gen-

(i:
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Itivized

or possessivized (e.g. *Boine'e city), appo. 
sitional possessives can and often moef be (e.g. (the)
son of me/ny son; the photo of me/aiy photo; 
of hinvliis life; David -ttie

the life 
son of JosepVDavid, Joseph's

son/Joseph's son David)

16. etcher (1950) on this point draws attmtion
■the ^

evidence from French! m j^gvriies dee to which 
she remarks, »the plinal form of the 
unmistakably to a

possessive points 
partitive Interpretation' (i^e. an

ablative Of a concrete nature) (p. 2). She also notes
the French egression une femme des plus belles 
further evidence

as

Ihetanoes of this construction are
also found in OB; Sa P.aarf Jn yrfeatal eaforan h-irhi ^ 

^ ^ ^ “y heir rdat. singj of mine
[gea'. Vnr.[| (^ 2i7f-a ed. Kfapp).
aenegum niim»q i • • •

the light of .
■possessive 

•IChis pronoun

similar constructions in OB with the-post.
In the'genitive singular, sheoremarks, 
must evidently refer to

some concept not mentioned in 
the sentence—its number being determined by
cept' (p. 7). Binally, stiU further evidence 
which she alludes

that con-

comes,from Chaucer, 'ne no-thing of 
ny power' (fn. a, p. 5).hise thinges is out of

Jackendoff (1968 and 1969)~m^17.
convincingly fores

^eli-absorption from evidence he has adduced with 
respect tocceftpln quantifiers (e.g. 'each one of the
men', 'every one of the men' are transformationally
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reduced to 'each man* and 'efvery man' via one'a-ahnn-m- 
tion) and definite articles (e.g. those is a coalescence 
of jtoe ones as in ‘the salesman's daughters are pretty 

are ugly' | when an adjective 

take place as in 'the 
are pretty, but the sales

»
but those of the farmer

intervenes coalescence does not
farmer's brown-eyed daughters 
man's blue-eyed ones are 
dence has been extended to 
as in 'my red one(s) 
mine.

even prettier'). Such evi. ' l, •

p^pssessives by Jaokendoff
, but not "'my one(s)'—ratoer

However, in Scots aiglish mejs-absorption com

monly does not take place (e g. 'qyone(a)') or one's
is reduplicated (e.g. these/those ones);

18. Olhis discussion is found in detail

Por an analysis of French possessives-see Langack 
(1968) md Swedish

Once again, my gratitude is to John Jlnderson 
brln^g this to my attention.

Here I am, in fact, referring not directly to 1111- 

more, but to langendoen (1970:207), who in turn re

fers to Fillmore without spetr^ylng which Fillmore 
however, it may be Fillmore (1968; § 6;i)

22. Ihe actual pperation of pronomlnalization

the scope of this work which is analyzing the

in Ahlgren (1946:

19. er
posseesiyes see Elmqtiist (1940)

20
for

21

• ' .

is beyond 
rela-

1.
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noTOs they modify.

ii'

tioaship of posaeseivea to the 
, However, poaaeaaiTea do have a pronominal element, and
our prppoaal ia that copying, (or raiadng) takea place 
In the direction from the lower to the higher predi-

,catione and from a locative node

A .

' »

- 'k-
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was being written, 

a paper on much the

1 . While this section of Chapter 4 
Anderson (forthcoming c) completed 

eame subject, i.e. the generic 
malized the generic, 1

fomalization and 1 have opted to leave the notional 
description as it stands.

Whereas Anderson for-
originalljT made no attempt at

2. “In English th^re are exceptions.

may reflex Independently- and separated 
sessive forms as in (4:8a) 
does appear without

Sell, particiaarly, 

from the pos- 
Much more rarely own _

accompanying possessive inan

Siglish as in the phrase 
1950: f 403).

•own brother* (of. Zandvoort
In Dutch and German 

found without the possessive environment
own is commonly ■

3. Om and the posseaeive technically 'fo:^m^-if 
of tunlnterruptability' is accepted (cf.
i 5.4.10), a 'word'.

the oriteriia 
lyons 1968;

4. underlying structures illustrating
noVloo struotiu'e

the possessive
representing the relationship of the

person (nom) to the boc^-part noun in the loc node.
which in this case is -self or om, are not shown in

4.2. It is, felt that 
quately/ disoussed in Chapter 3 

structures here would only confuse

at such stijiotures have been ade

and inclusion of these
our point.

5. thanks to John Anderson for his 
; fpimaliza-tion here. '

suggestions for the
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5. Ihe verbal element, the copula
;

^ Chapter 4
be, in all underlying
is notpossessive relational structures 

■ motivated.
indepaidently

However, if it is
generic; or tenseless: as 

appears to be, the verbal element Isjprobably neutral- 

great majority of languages.ized as it is in a 

derson (foi?-bho6mln
4n-

3.4 aid; forthcoming c) notes
Bat to Pewlm Mi Hoogolta, a
Of the generic does reflex. V

g a:

•..

-.if-
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